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ABSTRACT. Given a normal projective irreducible stack X over an algebraically closed field of character-
istic zero we consider framed sheaves on X , i.e., pairs (E , φE), where E is a coherent sheaf on X and φE
is a morphism from E to a fixed coherent sheaf F . After introducing a suitable notion of (semi)stability, we
construct a projective scheme, which is a moduli space for semistable framed sheaves with fixed Hilbert poly-
nomial, and an open subset of it, which is a fine moduli space for stable framed sheaves. If X is a projective
irreducible orbifold of dimension two and F a locally free sheaf on a smooth divisor D ⊂ X satisfying cer-
tain conditions, we consider (D ,F)-framed sheaves, i.e., framed sheaves (E , φE) with E a torsion-free sheaf
which is locally free in a neighborhood of D , and φE |D an isomorphism. These pairs are µ-stable for a suitable
choice of a parameter entering the (semi)stability condition, and of the polarization of X . This implies the
existence of a fine moduli space parameterizing isomorphism classes of (D ,F)-framed sheaves on X with
fixed Hilbert polynomial, which is a quasi-projective scheme. In an appendix we develop the example of stacky
Hirzebruch surfaces. This is the first paper of a project aimed to provide an algebro-geometric approach to the
study of gauge theories on a wide class of 4-dimensional Riemannian manifolds by means of framed sheaves
on “stacky” compactifications of them. In particular, in a subsequent paper [20] these results are used to study
gauge theories on ALE spaces of type Ak.
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to Donaldson [27], the moduli space of gauge equivalence classes of framed SU(r)-
instantons of charge n on R4 is isomorphic to the moduli space Mreg(r, n) of isomorphism classes
of framed vector bundles of rank r and second Chern class n on the complex projective plane P2 =
C2 ∪ l∞. A framed vector bundle is a pair (E, φE), where E is a vector bundle on P2 of rank r and
c2(E) = n and φE : E|l∞
∼−→ O⊕rl∞ a trivialization along the line l∞. The moduli space Mreg(r, n) is
an open subset in the moduli space M(r, n) of framed sheaves on P2, i.e., the moduli space of pairs
(E, φE) modulo isomorphism, with E a torsion-free sheaf on P2 of rank r and c2(E) = n, locally
free in a neighbourhood of l∞, and φE : E|l∞
∼−→ O⊕rl∞ a framing at infinity. M(r, n) is a nonsingular
quasi-projective variety of dimension 2rn, which has a description in terms of monads and linear
data, the so-called Atiyah-Drinfeld-Hitchin-Manin (ADHM) data [60], Ch. 2. It is a resolution of
singularities of the moduli space
M0(r, n) :=
n⊔
i=0
Mreg(r, i)× Sn−i(C2)
of ideal framed instantons on R4, i.e., instantons whose square curvature is allowed to degenerate to
a Dirac delta at a number m of points, with 1 ≤ m ≤ n. Here we denote by Sn−i(C2) the n − i
symmetric product of C2. The moduli spaces M(1, n) coincide with the Hilbert schemes (C2)[n] of n
points in the complex affine plane.
In view of its relation with framed instantons, the moduli space M(r, n) has been studied quite
intensively (see, e.g., [17, 60, 62, 63]) and its geometry is quite well known. This is in particular
important in physics, where the moduli spaces of ideal instantons play the role of parameter spaces
for the classical vacua of a (topological, supersymmetric) Yang-Mills theory; unfortunately this space
is singular, and therefore, in order to make computations, it is conveniently replaced by the the mod-
uli space of framed sheaves, with the added bonus of being able to use powerful algebro-geometric
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techniques. The so-called Nekrasov partition function introduced in [64] (see also [32, 17]) plays an
important role in this theory, also in view of its connection with the Seiberg-Witten prepotential (see,
e.g., [62, 63]) and with Donaldson invariants (see, e.g., [36]).
It is quite natural to wonder if Donaldon’s correspondence can be generalized to other noncom-
pact 4-dimensional Riemannian manifolds. King in his PhD thesis [51] studied the correspondence
between framed instantons on the blowup C˜2 of C2 at the origin and framed vector bundles on the
blowup P˜2 = C˜2 ∪ l∞ of P2 = C2 ∪ l∞ at the same point; this was generalized by Buchdhal [22]
by considering framed instantons on the blowup of C2 at n points and framed vector bundles on the
blowup of P2 at the same points.
All the examples so far described share one pattern: in order to study instantons on a noncompact
4-dimensional Riemannian manifold, one endows the manifold of a Ka¨hler structure, compactifies
it by adding a projective line, and considers framed vector bundles on the corresponding smooth
projective surface. A natural question to ask is if this algebro-geometric approach to the study of Yang-
Mills theories holds for other 4-dimensional Riemannian manifolds. First, one should check if there
is a consistent theory of moduli spaces parameterizing framed vector bundles (sheaves) with fixed
Chern classes on any smooth projective surface. This is the case: indeed Bruzzo and Markushevich
provide in [18] a general construction of a fine moduli space for framed sheaves on smooth projective
surfaces, building on work by Huybrechts and Lehn [42, 43]. Moduli spaces of framed sheaves on
multiple blowups of P2 were considered by Henni [41], while the case of Hirzebruch surfaces were
constructed by Bartocci, Bruzzo and Rava in [8], in both cases using monads. Secondly, one needs a
generalization of Donaldson’s correspondence to (at least a wide class of) noncompact 4-dimensional
Riemannian manifolds.
In this connection, one should keep in mind that the ways a Ka¨hler four-dimensional manifold
M can be suitably compactified is constrained by a result of Bando [6]. According to Bando, if
M¯ is a Ka¨hler compactification of M by a smooth divisor D whose normal line bundle is positive,
holomorphic vector bundles on M¯ , which are isomorphic along the compactifying divisor D to a
fixed vector bundle endowed with a flat connection ∇, correspond to holomorphic vector bundles
on M with anti-selfdual square integrable connections (i.e. instantons), with holonomy at infinity
induced by∇. If D is a projective line, only instantons on M with trivial holonomy at infinity can be
described in terms of framed locally free sheaves on M¯ . For example, this case occurs when M is an
ALE space.
To circumvent this restriction one can change the ambient space from a compact Ka¨hler surface
to a 2-dimensional compact Ka¨hler Deligne-Mumford stack. Let X be a 2-dimensional connected
compact Ka¨hler Deligne-Mumford stack and D a smooth 1-dimensional integral closed substack of
X such that the line bundle OX (D) is positive and ample on D and X0 = X \ D is a Ka¨hler
surface with cone-like singularities (for example, an ALE space). Eyssidieux and the second author
proved in [30] that there is a correspondence between holomorphic vector bundles on X , which are
isomorphic alongD to a fixed vector bundle F , and holomorphic vector bundles on X0 endowed with
Hermite-Einstein metrics with holonomy at infinity given by a fixed flat connection on F .
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Evidence for this kind of generalization of Donaldson’s correspondence can be found in [21]. There
Bruzzo, Poghossian and Tanzini computed the partition function of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theories on the total spaces Tot(OP1(−p)) of the line bundles OP1(−p) by means of framed
sheaves on the Hirzebruch surfaces Fp, regarded as projective compactifications of Tot(OP1(−p)).
That analysis showed that the computation of the partition function made sense also for framed
sheaves (E, φE) on Fp with first Chern class c1(E) = kpC, with k any integer, and C the class of
the section of Fp → P1 squaring to −p. This of course makes little sense, and indeed in [21] the
authors conjectured that the computation actually was taking place on a “stacky” compactification of
Tot(OP1(−p)). Indeed, as we shall see in Appendix D, a fractional first Chern class only appears
when one considers instantons with nontrivial holonomy at infinity.
In this paper we construct a mathematically rigorous theory of moduli spaces of framed sheaves
on projective stacks. Together with the work of Eyssidieux and the second author [30], this pa-
per provides a completely algebro-geometric approach to the study of instantons on noncompact
4-dimensional Riemannian manifolds which can be compactified to projective orbifolds by adding
one-dimensional smooth projective stacks. This is applied in [20] to study instantons on ALE spaces
of type Ak [55], with k ≥ 1, by means of framed sheaves on 2-dimensional projective toric orbifolds,
which are “stacky” compactifications of the ALE spaces (in the complex analytic setting, the idea of
compactifying the ALE spaces to complex V-manifolds was already suggested in [61]). In particular,
[20] provides a rigorously mathematical derivation of the partition functions for gauge theories on
ALE spaces of type Ak, conjecturally described in [11, 12, 13]. Moreover, the study of the partition
functions in [20] allows a comparison with the partition functions computed in [33], clarifying some
ambiguities noticed in [46] between these two different approaches to compute partition functions for
gauge theories on ALE spaces of type Ak.
We state now the main results of this paper. Let X be a normal projective irreducible stack of
dimension d defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero, with a coarse moduli
scheme pi : X → X . Fix a polarization (G,OX(1)) on X . A framed sheaf is a pair (E , φE) where
E is a coherent sheaf on X and φE is a morphism from E to a fixed coherent sheaf F . We call
φE a framing of E . This notion is more general than the one discussed before; framed sheaves for
which F is a locally free sheaf over a divisor D and the framing is an isomorphism will be called
(D ,F)-framed sheaves.
We consider a generalization of Gieseker (semi)stability for framed sheaves that depends on the
polarization and on a rational polynomial δ of degree d− 1 with positive leading coefficient. We call
it δ-(semi)stability condition to emphasize the dependence on δ.
Fix a numerical polynomial P of degree d. Let
M(s)s : (Sch/k)◦ → (Sets)
be the contravariant functor of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves onX with Hilbert polynomial P , which
associates with any scheme S of finite type over k the set of isomorphism classes of flat families
of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves on X with Hilbert polynomial P parameterized by S. The first
problem we have addressed in this paper is the study of the (co)representability of this functor (which
is equivalent to ask if there exists a (fine) moduli space of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves onX with
Hilbert polynomial P ). We obtain the following result.
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Theorem 1.1. Let X be a normal projective irreducible stack of dimension d defined over an al-
gebraically closed field k of characteristic zero, with a coarse moduli scheme pi : X → X , and
(G,OX(1)) a polarization on X . Fix a coherent sheaf F on X and a rational polynomial δ of de-
gree d− 1 with positive leading coefficient δ. Then for any numerical polynomial P of degree d, there
exists an algebraic stack M(s)s of finite type over k such that
• M(s)s admits a good moduli space pi : M(s)s → M(s)s (in the sense of Alper);
• Mss is a projective scheme and Ms is an open subscheme of Mss;
• the contravariant functor [M(s)s] which associates with any scheme S of finite type over k the
set of isomorphism classes of objects in M(s)s(S) is isomorphic to the moduli functorM(s)s
of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves onX with Hilbert polynomial P ;
• Mss corepresents the contravariant functor [Mss], while Ms represents the contravariant
functor [Ms].
Roughly speaking, the previous Theorem states that one can construct a projective scheme Mss,
which is a moduli space for δ-semistable framed sheaves on X with Hilbert polynomial P , and a
quasi-projective scheme Ms, which is a fine moduli space for δ-stable framed sheaves on X with
Hilbert polynomial P , i.e., it comes with a universal family of δ-stable framed sheaves on X with
Hilbert polynomial P .
As in the case of framed sheaves on smooth projective varieties, we have the following characteri-
zation of the tangent space of Ms.
Theorem 1.2. The tangent space to the fine moduli space Ms at a point [(E , φE)] can be identified
with the hyper-Ext group Ext1(E , E φE−→ F), while the hyper-Ext group Ext2(E , E φE−→ F) contains
the obstruction to the smoothness of Ms at the point [(E , φE)].
Let X be a projective irreducible orbifold of dimension two. Extending the original definition
of framed sheaves on P2, we shall consider framings along a fixed 1-dimensional smooth integral
closed substack D , whose coarse moduli space D is a Q-Cartier big and nef smooth curve. Let F
be a coherent sheaf on X , supported on D , such that F is a locally free OD -module satisfying a
suitable semistability condition. We shall call D a good framing divisor and F a good framing sheaf.
A (D ,F)-framed sheaf is a framed torsion-free sheaf (E , φE : E → F), with E locally free in a
neighbourhood of D and φE |D an isomorphism.
One can introduce a µ-(semi)stability condition for framed sheaves onX depending on a positive
rational number δ. With a suitable choice of the parameter δ1 and of the polarization of X , one
obtains that all (D ,F)-framed sheaves are µ-stable, hence one has the following result.
Theorem 1.3. There exists a fine moduli space parameterizing isomorphism classes of (D ,FD)-
framed sheaves (E , φE) on X with given Hilbert polynomial P , which is a quasi-projective scheme.
Its tangent space at a point [(E , φE)] is Ext1X (E , E(−D)). If Ext2X (E , E(−D)) = 0 for all points
[(E , φE)], the moduli space is a smooth quasi-projective variety.
In the last part of the paper (Section 6) we apply the theory to two-dimensional projective irre-
ducible orbifolds that are toric root stacks. Let X be a normal projective toric surface and D a
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torus-invariant rational curve which contains the singular locus sing(X) of X and is a good fram-
ing divisor. Let pican : X can → X be the canonical toric orbifold of X . It is the unique (up to
isomorphism) two-dimensional toric orbifold for which the locus where pican is not an isomorphism
has a nonpositive dimension. Denote by D˜ the smooth effective Cartier divisor (pican)−1(D)red. Let
X := k
√
D˜/X can be the toric orbifold over X can obtained by performing a k-th root construc-
tion along D˜ . The stack X is the fibred product of X can ×[A1/Gm] [A1/Gm], where the morphism
X can → [A1/Gm] is induced by D˜ and the morphism [A1/Gm]→ [A1/Gm] is induced by the map
sending a complex number to its k-th power. The induced natural morphism X → [A1/Gm] corre-
sponds to a smooth effective Cartier divisorD . Away from D˜ the stacksX andX can are isomorphic
and D is an e´tale µk-gerbe over D˜ ; so — roughly speaking — if we endow locally the stackX can of
a µk-action along D˜ , the divisor D˜ is globally replaced by a µk-gerbe over itself, and we obtain X .
The next theorem states that if D is in addition a good framing divisor and the line bundleOX can(D˜)
is pican-ample, there exist fine moduli spaces for (D ,F)-framed sheaves on X with fixed Hilbert
polynomial for any choice of the good framing sheaf F .
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a normal projective toric surface and D a torus-invariant rational curve
which contains the singular locus sing(X) ofX and is a good framing divisor. Let pican : X can → X
be the canonical toric orbifold of X and D˜ the smooth effective Cartier divisor (pican)−1(D)red.
Assume that the line bundle OX can(D˜) is pican-ample. Let X := k
√
D˜/X can, for some positive
integer k, and D ⊂ X the effective Cartier divisor corresponding to the morphismX → [A1/Gm].
Then for any good framing sheaf F on D and any numerical polynomial P ∈ Q[n] of degree two,
there exists a fine moduli space parameterizing isomorphism classes of (D ,F)-framed sheaves onX
with Hilbert polynomial P , which is a quasi-projective scheme over C.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the definitions of projective stacks and of
polarizations on them, and describe the notion of support, purity and Hilbert polynomial of a coher-
ent sheaf on them. In Section 3, by generalizing [42, 43], we define the notion of framed sheaf and
the related (semi)stability conditions. Moreover, we give a notion of flat family of framed sheaves,
following [19], Sect. 2, and prove a boundedness theorem for flat families of δ-semistable framed
sheaves. In Section 4, by using the GIT machinery, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The proofs
use some arguments from [65, 42, 43]. In Section 5 we introduce the notion of (D ,F)-framed sheaf
on projective orbifolds of dimension two, give a boundedness result, and prove Theorem 1.3. As a
byproduct, we obtain a boundedness result for (D,F )-framed sheaves on a normal irreducible pro-
jective surface X with rational singularities, where D is Q-Cartier big and nef divisor containing the
singularities of X and F a locally free sheaf on D (Theorem 5.5). In Section 6, after giving a brief
introduction to the theories of root and toric stacks, we prove Theorem 1.4.
Finally, three appendixes are devoted to prove some results about coherent sheaves on (smooth)
projective stacks: a semicontinuity theorem for Hom groups of framed sheaves, a Serre duality theo-
rem, and a characterization of the dual of a coherent sheaf on a smooth projective stack.
A last appendix, due to Mattia Pedrini, is devoted to the study of framed sheaves on stacky Hirze-
bruch surfaces.
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Conventions. Our standard reference for the theory of stacks is [56]. We denote by k an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero. All schemes are defined over k and are Noetherian, unless otherwise
stated. A variety is a reduced separated scheme of finite type over k.
Let S be a generic base scheme of finite type over k. By Deligne-Mumford S-stack we mean a
separated Noetherian Deligne-Mumford stack X of finite type over S. We denote by p : X → S
the structure morphism of X . When S = Spec(k), we omit the letter S. An orbifold is a smooth
Deligne-Mumford stack with generically trivial stabilizer.
The inertia stack I(X ) of a Deligne-Mumford S-stack X is by definition the fibred product
X ×X ×X X with respect to the diagonal morphisms ∆: X →X ×X . For a scheme T , an object
in I(X )(T ) consists of pairs (x, g) where x is an object ofX (T ) and g : x ∼−→ x is an automorphism.
A morphism (x, g) → (x′, g′) is a morphism f : x → x′ in X (T ) such that f ◦ g = g′ ◦ f . Let
σ : I(X )→X be the forgetful morphism which for any scheme T sends a pair (x, g) to x.
Let X be a Deligne-Mumford S-stack. An e´tale presentation of X is a pair (U, u), where U is
a S-scheme and u : U → X is a representable e´tale surjective morphism (cf. [56], Def. 4.1). A
morphism between two e´tale presentations (U, u) and (V, v) ofX is a pair (ϕ, α), where ϕ : U → V
is a S-morphism and α : u ∼−→ v ◦ ϕ is a 2-isomorphism. We call e´tale groupoid associated with the
e´tale presentation u : U →X the e´tale groupoid
V := U ×X U U .
If P is a property of schemes which is local in the e´tale topology (for example regular, normal,
reduced, Cohen-Macaulay, etc),X has the property P if for one (and hence every) e´tale presentation
u : U →X , the scheme U has the property P.
A (quasi)-coherent sheaf E on X is a collection of pairs (EU,u, θϕ,α), where for any e´tale presen-
tation u : U → X , EU,u is a (quasi)-coherent sheaf on U , and for any morphism (ϕ, α) : (U, u) →
(V, v) between two e´tale presentations ofX , θϕ,α : EU ∼−→ ϕ∗EV is an isomorphism which satisfies a
cocycle condition with respect to three e´tale presentations (cf. [56], Lemma 12.2.1; [75], Def. 7.18).
A vector bundle onX is a coherent sheaf E such that all EU are locally free.
If (X , p) is a Deligne-Mumford S-stack, by [49], Cor. 1.3-(1), there exist a separated algebraic
space X and a morphism pi : X → X such that
• pi : X → X is proper and quasi-finite;
• if F is an algebraically closed field,X (Spec(F ))/Isom→ X(Spec(F )) is a bijection;
• whenever Y → S is an algebraic space and X → Y is a morphism, the morphism factors
uniquely asX → X → Y ; more generally
• whenever S′ → S is a flat morphism of schemes, and whenever Y → S′ is an algebraic space
andX ×SS′ → Y is a morphism, the morphism factors uniquely asX ×SS′ → X×SS′ →
Y ; in particular
• the natural morphism OX → pi∗OX is an isomorphism.
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We call the pair (X,pi) a coarse moduli space ofX . If the coarse moduli space ofX is a scheme X ,
we call it a coarse moduli scheme. We recall some properties of Deligne-Mumford S-stacks that we
shall use in this paper:
• the functor pi∗ : QCoh(X ) → QCoh(X) is exact and maps coherent sheaves to coherent
sheaves (cf. [4], Lemma 2.3.4);
• H•(X , E) ' H•(X,pi∗E) for any quasi-coherent sheaf E onX (cf. [65], Lemma 1.10);
• pi∗E is an S-flat coherent sheaf on X whenever E is an S-flat coherent sheaf onX (cf. [65],
Cor. 1.3-(3)).
The projectivity of a scheme morphism is understood in the sense of Grothendieck, i.e., f : X → Y
is projective if there exists a coherent sheaf E on Y such that f factorizes as a closed immersion of X
into P(E) followed by the structural morphism P(E)→ Y.
We use the letters E , G, F , ..., for sheaves on a Deligne-Mumford S-stack, and the letters E, F , G,
..., for sheaves on a scheme. For any coherent sheaf F on a Deligne-Mumford S-stackX we denote
by F∨ its dual Hom(F ,OX ). We denote in the same way the dual of a coherent sheaf on a scheme.
The projection morphism T × Y → Y is written as pY or pT×Y,Y .
Acknowledgements. We thank Dimitri Markushevich, Philippe Eyssidieux and Richard J. Szabo for
useful suggestions and interesting discussions. We thank Niels Borne for explaining us his paper [16],
and Fabio Perroni for reading and commenting on a draft of this paper.
2. PROJECTIVE STACKS
In this section we introduce projective stacks and collect some elements of the theory of coherent
sheaves on them. Our main references are [54, 65]. To define projective stacks one needs the notion
of tameness (cf. [65], Def. 1.1), but as in characteristic zero separatedness implies tameness (cf. [3])
and our Deligne-Mumford stacks are separated, we do not need to introduce that notion.
2.1. Preliminaries on projective stacks. The projectivity of a scheme is related to the existence of
a very ample line bundle on it. In the stacky case, one can give an equivalent notion of projectivity
only for a particular class of stacks. It was proven in [67] that, under certain hypotheses, there exist
locally free sheaves, called generating sheaves, which behave like “very ample line bundles”. In [28],
another class of locally free sheaves which resemble (very) ample line bundles were introduced. It
was proved in [67] that these two classes of locally free sheaves coincide. We shall use one or the
other definition according to convenience.
LetX be a Deligne-Mumford S-stack with coarse moduli space pi : X → X.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a locally free sheaf onX . We define
FG : QCoh(X )→ QCoh(X), E 7−→ pi∗(E ⊗ G∨) ;
GG : QCoh(X)→ QCoh(X ), E 7→ pi∗E ⊗ G .
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Remark 2.2. The functor FG is exact since G∨ is locally free and the direct image functor pi∗ is exact.
The functor GG is exact when the morphism pi is flat. This happens for instance if the stack is a gerbe
over a scheme i.e., a stack over a scheme Y which e´tale locally admits a section and such that any two
local sections are locally 2-isomorphic, or in the case of root stacks over schemes. 4
Definition 2.3. A locally free sheaf G is said to be a generator for the quasi-coherent sheaf E if the
adjunction morphism (left adjoint to the identity id : pi∗(E ⊗ G∨)→ pi∗(E ⊗ G∨))
θG(E) : pi∗pi∗(E ⊗ G∨)⊗ G → E (1)
is surjective. It is a generating sheaf forX if it is a generator for every quasi-coherent sheaf onX .

A generating sheaf can be considered as a very ample sheaf relatively to the morphism pi : X → X.
Indeed, the property expressed by (1) resembles a similar property for very ample line bundles ([37],
Thm. 2.1.1 Chap. III): if f : Y → Z is a proper morphism, OY (1) is a very ample line bundle on
Y relative to f , and E is coherent sheaf on Y , there is a positive integer N such that the adjunction
morphism f∗f∗Hom(OY (−n), E)⊗OY (−n)→ E is surjective for any integer n ≥ N.
Let E be a quasi-coherent sheaf on X. Since G is locally free,
Hom(pi∗E ⊗ G, pi∗E ⊗ G) ' Hom(pi∗E,Hom(G, pi∗E ⊗ G)) .
Define the morphism ϕG(E) as the right adjoint to the identity id : pi∗E ⊗ G → pi∗E ⊗ G:
ϕG(E) : E → pi∗ (Hom(G, pi∗E ⊗ G)) = FG(GG(E)) .
Lemma 2.4 ([67, Cor. 5.4]). Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf onX and E a quasi-coherent sheaf on
X. A projection formula holds:
pi∗(pi∗(E)⊗F) ' E ⊗ pi∗F .
Moreover, this is functorial in the sense that if f : F → F ′ is a morphism of quasi-coherent sheaves
onX and g : E → E′ is a morphism of quasi-coherent sheaves on X , one has
pi∗(pi∗(g)⊗ f) = g ⊗ pi∗f .
Proof. The projection formula is proved at the beginning of the proof of Corollary 5.4 in [67]. 
According to this Lemma, ϕG(E) can be rewritten as
ϕG(E) : E → E ⊗ pi∗ (End(G)) ,
and is the morphism given by tensoring a section by the identity endomorphism; in particular it is
injective.
Lemma 2.5 ([65, Lemma 2.9]). Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf on X and E a coherent sheaf on
X . The compositions
FG(F) FG ◦GG ◦ FG(F) FG(F)
ϕG(FG(F)) FG(θG(F))
GG(E) GG ◦ FG ◦GG(E) GG(E) .
GG(ϕG(E)) θG(GG(E))
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are the identity endomorphisms.
Following [28] we introduce another definition of “ampleness” for sheaves on stacks.
Definition 2.6. A locally free sheaf V onX is pi-ample if for every geometric point ofX the natural
representation of the stabilizer group at that point on the fibre of V is faithful. A locally free sheaf G
on X is pi-very ample if for every geometric point of X the natural representation of the stabilizer
group at that point on the fibre of G contains every irreducible representation. 
The relation between these two notions is explained in [54], Sect. 5.2. In particular, we have the
following result.
Proposition 2.7. Let V be a pi-ample sheaf on X and N the maximum between the numbers of
conjugacy classes of any geometric stabilizer group of X . Then, for any r ≥ N , the locally free
sheaf
⊕r
i=1 V⊗i is pi-very ample.
As shown in [67], Thm. 5.2, a locally free sheaf V on X is pi-very ample if and only if it is a
generating sheaf.
Remark 2.8. Let ϕ : Y → X be a representable morphism of Deligne-Mumford S-stacks. By the
universal property of the coarse moduli spaces, ϕ induces a morphism ϕ¯ : Y → X between the
corresponding coarse moduli spaces together with a commutative diagram
Y X
.
Y X
piY
ϕ
piX
ϕ¯
By [56], Prop. 2.4.1.3, for any geometric point ofY the morphismϕ induces an injective map between
the stabilizer groups at that point and at the corresponding image point. So if V is a piX -ample sheaf
onX , then ϕ∗V is a piY -ample sheaf on Y . Denote byNX (resp.NY ) the maximum of the numbers
of conjugacy classes of any geometric stabilizer group ofX (resp. Y ). If NX ≥ NY by Proposition
2.7 we get that ⊕ri=1ϕ∗V⊗i is piY -very ample for any r ≥ NX . 4
Definition 2.9 ([28, Def. 2.9]). Let X be a stack of finite type over a base scheme S. We say X is
a global S-quotient if it is isomorphic to a stack of the form [T/G], where T is an algebraic space
of finite type over S and G is an S-flat group scheme which is a group subscheme (a locally closed
subscheme which is a subgroup) of the general linear group scheme GLN,S over S for some integer
N. 
Theorem 2.10 ([67, Sect. 5]).
(i) A Deligne-Mumford S-stack X which is a global S-quotient always has a generating sheaf
G.
(ii) Under the same hypothesis of (i), let pi : X → X be the coarse moduli space of X and
f : X ′ → X a morphism of algebraic spaces. Then p∗X ×XX′,X G is a generating sheaf for
X ×X X ′.
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Now we are ready to give the definition of projective stack.
Definition 2.11 ([54, Def. 5.5]). A Deligne-Mumford stackX is a (quasi-)projective stack ifX ad-
mits a (locally) closed embedding into a smooth proper Deligne-Mumford stack which has a projective
coarse moduli scheme. 
Proposition 2.12 ([54, Thm. 5.3]). Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack. The following statements
are equivalent:
(i) X is (quasi-)projective.
(ii) X has a (quasi-)projective coarse moduli scheme and has a generating sheaf.
(iii) X is a separated global quotient with a coarse moduli space which is a (quasi-)projective
scheme.
Definition 2.13. LetX be a projective stack with coarse moduli scheme X. A polarization forX is
a pair (G,OX(1)), where G is a generating sheaf of X and OX(1) is an ample line bundle on X. 
We give a relative version of the notion of projective stacks.
Definition 2.14. Let p : X → S be a Deligne-Mumford S-stack which is a global S-quotient with
a coarse moduli scheme X such that p factorizes as pi : X → X followed by a projective morphism
ρ : X → S. We call p : X → S a family of projective stacks. 
Remark 2.15. Let p : X = [T/G] → S be a family of projective stacks. For any geometric point
s ∈ S we have the following cartesian diagram
Xs X

Xs X

s S
pis pi
ρρs
with Xs = [Ts/Gs], where Ts and Gs are the fibres of T and G, respectively. Since the morphism
ρ is projective, the fibres Xs are projective schemes. The property of being coarse moduli spaces is
invariant under base change, so that each Xs is a coarse moduli scheme for Xs, and each Xs is a
projective stack. 4
By Theorem 2.10, a family of projective stacks p : X → S has a generating sheaf G and the fibre
of G at a geometric point s ∈ S is a generating sheaf forXs. This justifies the following definition.
Definition 2.16. Let p : X → S be a family of projective stacks. A relative polarization of p : X →
S is a pair (G,OX(1)) where G is a generating sheaf for X and OX(1) is an ample line bundle
relative to ρ : X → S. 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2.2. Coherent sheaves on projective stacks. In this section we briefly recall the theory of coherent
sheaves on projective stacks from [65], Sect. 3.1. In particular, we shall see that the functor FG pre-
serves the dimension and the pureness of coherent sheaves on projective stacks. Let us fix a projective
stack X of dimension d, with a coarse moduli scheme pi : X → X , and a polarization (G,OX(1))
on it.
Remark 2.17. By [54], Prop. 5.1, the stackX is of the form [T/G] with T a quasi-projective scheme
and G a linear algebraic group acting on T . This implies that the category of coherent sheaves onX
is equivalent to the category of coherent G-equivariant sheaves on T (cf. [56], Example 12.4.6 and
[75], Example 7.21). In the following, we shall use this correspondence freely. 4
Definition 2.18. Let E be a coherent sheaf on X . The support supp(E) of E is the closed substack
associated with the ideal I = ker(OX → End(E)). The dimension dim(E) of E is the dimension
of its support. We say that E is a pure sheaf of dimension dim(E) if for any nonzero subsheaf G of
E the support of G is pure of dimension dim(E). We say that E is torsion-free if it is a pure sheaf of
dimension d. 
Remark 2.19. Let u : U → X be an e´tale presentation of X . Let E be a coherent sheaf on X
of dimension d. First note that u∗E is exactly the representative EU,u of E on U . As explained in
[65], Rem. 3.3, supp(u∗E) → supp(E) is an e´tale presentation of supp(E). Moreover, dim(E) =
dim(u∗E) and E is pure if and only if u∗E is pure. 4
As it was shown in [65], Sect. 3 (cf. also [44], Def. 1.1.4), there exists a unique filtration, the
so-called torsion filtration, of a coherent sheaf E
0 ⊆ T0(E) ⊆ T1(E) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Tdim(E)−1(E) ⊆ Tdim(E)(E) = E ,
where Ti(E) is the maximal subsheaf of E of dimension ≤ i. Note that Ti(E)/Ti−1(E) is zero or pure
of dimension i. In particular, E is pure if and only if Tdim(E)−1(E) = 0.
Definition 2.20. The saturation of a subsheaf E ′ ⊂ E is the minimal subsheaf E¯ ′ containing E ′ such
that E/E¯ ′ is zero or pure of dimension dim(E). 
Clearly, the saturation of E ′ is the kernel of the surjection
E → E/E ′ → E/E
′
Tdim(E)−1(E/E ′)
.
Lemma 2.21 ([65, Lemma 3.4]). Let X be a projective stack with coarse moduli scheme pi : X →
X . Let E be a coherent sheaf onX . Then we have
(i) pi(Supp(E)) = pi(Supp(E ⊗ G∨)) ⊇ Supp(FG(E));
(ii) FG(E) is zero if and only if E is zero.
Proposition 2.22. Let X be a projective stack with coarse moduli scheme pi : X → X . A coherent
sheaf E onX and the sheaf FG(E) on X have the same dimension. Moreover, E is pure if and only if
FG(E) is pure.
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Proof. Assume first that E is pure. Then the necessary part is proved in [65], Prop. 3.6. For the
sufficient part, let us consider the short exact sequence
0→ Tdim(E)−1(E)→ E → Q → 0 . (2)
Since the functor FG is exact, we obtain
0→ FG(Tdim(E)−1(E))→ FG(E)→ FG(Q)→ 0 .
By Lemma 2.21, Supp(FG(Tdim(E)−1(E))) ⊆ pi(Supp(Tdim(E)−1(E))), and since pi preserves the
dimensions, dimFG(Tdim(E)−1(E)) ≤ dim E − 1. As by hypothesis FG(E) is pure of dimension
dim E , we have FG(Tdim(E)−1(E)) = 0 and therefore Tdim(E)−1(E) = 0 by Lemma 2.21.
If E is not pure, to prove the assertion it is enough to use the short exact sequence (2) and a similar
argument as before applied to E and Q. 
For pure coherent sheaves onX , the functor FG preserves the supports.
Corollary 2.23 ([65, Cor. 3.8]). Let E be a pure coherent sheaf on X . Then Supp(FG(E)) =
pi(Supp(E)).
Further, the functor FG is compatible with torsion filtrations.
Corollary 2.24 ([65, Cor. 3.7]). The functor FG sends the torsion filtration 0 ⊆ T0(E) ⊆ · · · ⊆
Tdim(E)(E) = E of E to the torsion filtration of FG(E), that is, FG(Ti(E)) = Ti(FG(E)) for i =
0, . . . ,dim(E).
Example 2.25. Let X be a smooth projective stack and pi : X → X its coarse moduli scheme. By
[65], Lemma 6.9, any torsion-free sheaf E onX fits into an exact sequence
0→ E → E∨∨ → Q→ 0 .
Let u : U → X be an e´tale presentation of X . In particular, U is a regular scheme of dimension
dim(X ) and u is a flat morphism. By applying the functor u∗, we obtain an exact sequence
0→ u∗E → u∗E∨∨ → u∗Q → 0 .
Note that u∗E∨∨ ' (u∗E)∨∨ (cf. [59], Claim 3.E p. 20). Moreover, codimQ ≥ 2 and u∗(E)∨∨ is
locally free except on a closed subset of U of codimension at least 3 (cf. [40], Sect. 1). If dim(X ) =
1, we obtain Q = 0 and u∗E∨∨ is locally free. Thus E∨∨ is locally free and E ' E∨∨. Therefore
any torsion-free sheaf on a smooth projective stack of dimension one is locally free. If dim(X ) = 2,
then Q is a zero-dimensional sheaf and E∨∨ is locally free. Thus we obtain the analogue of the usual
characterization of torsion-free sheaves on smooth curves and surfaces (cf. [44], Example 1.1.16). 4
2.3. Hilbert polynomial. We define a polynomial which will be the analogue of the usual Hilbert
polynomial for coherent sheaves on projective schemes. Let us fix a projective stackX of dimension
d, with coarse moduli space pi : X → X , and a polarization (G,OX(1)) on it. (This was called
modified Hilbert polynomial in [65]).
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Definition 2.26. The Hilbert polynomial of a coherent sheaf E onX is
PG(E , n) := χ(X , E ⊗ G∨ ⊗ pi∗OX(n)) = χ(X,FG(E)⊗OX(n)) = P (FG(E), n) .

By Proposition 2.22, dimFG(E) = dim(E). The function n 7→ PG(E , n) is a polynomial with
rational coefficients by [44], Lemma 1.2.1, and can be uniquely written in the form
PG(E , n) =
dim(E)∑
i=0
αG,i(E)n
i
i!
∈ Q[n] .
Moreover, the Hilbert polynomial is additive on short exact sequences since FG is an exact functor
(cf. Remark 2.2) and the Euler characteristic is additive on short exact sequences.
Let E be a coherent sheaf on X . We call multiplicity of E the leading coefficient αG,dim(E)(E) of
its Hilbert polynomial. The reduced Hilbert polynomial of E is
pG(E , n) := PG(E , n)
αG,dim(E)(E)
.
The hat-slope of E is
µˆG(E) :=
αG,dim(E)−1(E)
αG,dim(E)(E)
.
For a d-dimensional coherent sheaf E , its rank is
rkG(E) := αG,d(E)
αd(OX) ,
where αd(OX) is the leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial of OX .
Remark 2.27. Let E be a coherent sheaf of dimension d. Let E ′ be a d-dimensional coherent subsheaf
of E and E¯ ′ its saturation. Then rkG(E¯ ′) = rkG(E ′) and µˆG(E¯ ′) ≥ µˆG(E ′). 4
2.3.1. Smooth case. IfX is smooth one can give another definition of rank of a coherent sheaf. Let
E be a d-dimensional coherent sheaf. The orbifold rank of E is
ork(E) = 1
αd(OX)
∫ et
X
chet(E) [pi∗cet1 (OX(1))]d ,
where chet(E) is the e´tale Chern character of E and ∫ etX denotes the pushfoward p∗ : H•et(X ) →
H•et(Spec(k)) ' Q of the morphism p : X → Spec(k), which is proper sinceX is projective. (For
a more detailed introduction to the e´tale cohomology of a Deligne-Mumford stack, we refer to [16],
App. C.)
The degree of E is
degG(E) := αG,d−1(E)− ork(E)αG,d−1(OX ) ,
and its slope is
µG(E) := degG(E)
ork(E) .
In this case the (in)equalities in Remark 2.27 are still valid.
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Remark 2.28. Assume moreover that X is an orbifold. Then the only codimension zero component
of the inertia stack I(X ) isX (which is associated with the trivial stabilizer), so that, by the To¨en-
Riemann-Roch Theorem [71, 72] (see also [16], App. C), we get
ork(E) = αd(E)
αd(OX) ,
where αd(E) is the leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial of pi∗(E). More details about the
To¨en-Riemann-Roch Theorem will be given in Section 5.2.
Let E be a coherent sheaf on X . Then ork(E) is the zero degree part chet0 (E) of the e´tale Chern
character of E . This is a trivial check if E is locally free. In general, we can note that by [54], Prop. 5.1,
X has the resolution property, i.e., any coherent sheaf on X admits a surjective morphism from a
locally free sheaf. Since X is also smooth, the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on X is
isomorphic to the Grothendieck group of locally free sheaves onX . Therefore ork(E) = chet0 (E) for
any coherent sheaf E on X . As a byproduct, we get rkG(E) = ork(G) ork(E). Moreover, we have
the following relation between the hat-slope and the slope of E , which is a generalization of the usual
relation in the case of coherent sheaves on projective schemes (cf. [44], Sect. 1.6):
µG(E) = ork(G)αd(OX)µˆG(E)− αG,d−1(OX ) . (3)
4
2.4. Families of coherent sheaves. We introduce the notions of set-theoretic family of coherent
sheaves and bounded family (cf. [52], Sect. 1.12). Let us fix a family of projective stacks p : X → S
and a relative polarization (G,OX(1)) on it.
Given a point s ∈ S with residue field k(s) and an extension field K of k(s), a coherent sheaf on
a fibre of p is a coherent sheaf EK on XK := X ×S Spec(K). Given two field extensions K and
K ′, two coherent sheaves EK and E ′K′ onXK andXK′ , respectively, are equivalent if there are k(s)-
homomorphisms of K,K ′ to a third extension K ′′ of k(s) such that EK ⊗k(s) K ′′ and E ′K′ ⊗k(s) K ′′
are isomorphic.
Definition 2.29. A set-theoretic family of coherent sheaves on p : X → S is a set F of coherent
sheaves defined on the fibres of p. A set-theoretic family F of coherent sheaves on the fibres of p is
bounded if there is a S-scheme T of finite type and a coherent sheafH onXT := X ×S T such that
the setF is contained in {H|X ×SSpec(k(t)) | t ∈ T}. 
Proposition 2.30 ([65, Cor. 4.17]). A set-theoretic familyF of coherent sheaves on the fibres of p is
bounded if and only if the set-theoretic family FG(F ) is bounded.
In [65], Sect. 4.1, Nironi proved a stacky version of Kleiman’s criterion ([65], Thm. 4.12). In partic-
ular, for a set-theoretic familyF of coherent sheaves on the fibres of p the set of Hilbert polynomials
PGK (EK), for EK ∈ F , is finite and there exist integersN,m such that any coherent sheaf EK ∈ F is
a quotient of
(G⊕N ⊗ pi∗(OX(−m)))K for any K-point of S. The integer m is exactly the regularity
of EK (the regularity of a coherent sheaf on X is by definition the regularity of its image on X via
the functor FG).
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Let E be an S-flat coherent sheaf on X . We can look at E as a bounded set-theoretic family on
the fibres of p : X → S. Moreover, if S is connected, the Hilbert polynomials of the fibres of E are
constant as a function of s ∈ S (cf. [65], Lemma 3.16).
Proposition 2.31. Let p : X → S be a family of projective stacks with relative polarization (G,
OX(1)). Let E be an S-flat d-dimensional coherent sheaf on X with fixed Hilbert polynomial P of
degree d. The set {s ∈ S | Es is pure of dimension d} is open in S.
Proof. The proof is the same as in the case of projective schemes ([44], Prop. 2.3.1): one uses the
stacky version of the Grothendieck Lemma ([65], Lemma 4.13) and the projectivity of the Quot
scheme for coherent sheaves on stacks [67]. 
3. FRAMED SHEAVES ON PROJECTIVE STACKS
In this section we start the study of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves on projective stacks. Most of our
results are straightforward generalizations of those holding for framed sheaves on smooth projective
varieties [42, 43]. We refer to these papers as main references for framed sheaves on schemes.
3.1. Preliminaries. Let X be a projective stack of dimension d with coarse moduli scheme X pi−→
X. Let (G,OX(1)) be a polarization onX . Fix a coherent sheaf F onX and a polynomial
δ(n) := δ1
nd−1
(d− 1)! + δ2
nd−2
(d− 2)! + · · ·+ δd ∈ Q[n]
with δ1 > 0. We call F a framing sheaf and δ a stability polynomial.
Definition 3.1. A framed sheaf onX is a pair E := (E , φE), where E is a coherent sheaf onX and
φE : E → F is a morphism of sheaves. We call φE a framing of E . 
First note that the pair FG(E) := (FG(E), FG(φE) : FG(E) → FG(F)) is a framed sheaf on X.
Moreover, since FG is an exact functor (cf. Remark 2.2), we have ker(FG(φE)) = FG(ker(φE)) and
Im (FG(φE)) = FG(Im (φE)). Therefore by Lemma 2.21, FG(φE) is zero if and only if φE is zero.
For any framed sheaf E = (E , φE), its dimension, Hilbert polynomial, multiplicity, rank and hat-
slope are just the corresponding quantities for its underlying coherent sheaf E .
Define the function (φE) by
(φE) :=
{
1 if φE 6= 0 ,
0 if φE = 0 .
The framed Hilbert polynomial of E is
PG(E, n) := PG(E , n)− (φE)δ(n) ,
and its reduced framed Hilbert polynomial is
pG(E, n) :=
PG(E, n)
αG,dim(E)(E)
.
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The framed hat-slope of E = (E , φE) is
µˆG(E) := µˆG(E)− (φE)δ1
αG,dim(E)(E)
.
If E ′ is a subsheaf of E with quotient E ′′ := E/E ′, the framing φE induces framings φE ′ := φE |E ′ on E ′
and φE ′′ on E ′′, where the framing φE ′′ is defined as φE ′′ = 0 if φE ′ 6= 0; otherwise, φE ′′ is the induced
morphism on E ′′. If E = (E , φE) is a framed sheaf on X and E ′ is a subsheaf of E , we denote by
E′ the framed sheaf (E ′, φE ′) and by E′′ the framed sheaf (E ′′, φE ′′). With this convention the framed
Hilbert polynomial of E behaves additively:
PG(E) = PG(E′) + PG(E′′) .
The same property holds for the framed hat-slope.
Thus there are canonical framings on subsheaves and quotients. The same happens for subquo-
tients, indeed we have the following result ([43], Lemma 1.12).
Lemma 3.2. Let E2 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E be coherent sheaves and φE a framing of E . Then the framings induced
on E1/E2 as a quotient of E1 and as a subsheaf of E/E2 agree.
Now we introduce the notion of a morphism of framed sheaves.
Definition 3.3. A morphism of framed sheaves f : E → H is a morphism of the underlying coherent
sheaves f : E → H for which there is an element λ ∈ k such that φH ◦ f = λφE . We say that f is
injective (resp. surjective) if the morphism f : E → H is injective (resp. surjective). If f is injective,
we call E a framed submodule of H. If f is surjective, we call H a framed quotient module of E. 
Lemma 3.4 ([43, Lemma 1.5]). The set Hom(E,H) of morphisms of framed sheaves is a linear sub-
space of Hom(E ,H). If f : E → H is an isomorphism, the factor λ can be taken in k∗. In particular,
the isomorphism f0 = λ−1f satisfies φH ◦ f0 = φE .
Remark 3.5. Let us consider the cartesian diagram
W k

Hom(E ,H) Hom(E ,F)
·φE
φH◦
Then if φE 6= 0, one has W ' Hom(E,H); otherwise W ' Hom(E,H)× k. 4
3.2. Semistability. We use the following convention: if the word “(semi)stable” occurs in any state-
ment in combination with the symbol (≤), two variants of the statement are understood at the same
time: a “semistable” one involving the relation “≤” and a “stable” one involving the relation “<”.
We give a definition of δ-(semi)stability for d-dimensional framed sheaves.
Definition 3.6. A d-dimensional framed sheaf E = (E , φE) is said to be δ-(semi)stable if and only if
the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) PG(E ′) (≤) αG,d(E ′)pG(E) for all subsheaves E ′ ⊆ kerφE ,
(ii) (PG(E ′)− δ) (≤) αG,d(E ′)pG(E) for all subsheaves E ′ ⊂ E .

By using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 1.2 in [43], one can prove the following.
Lemma 3.7. Let E = (E , φE) be a d-dimensional framed sheaf. If E is δ-semistable, then kerφE is
torsion-free.
Definition 3.8. Let E = (E , φE) be a framed sheaf with αG,d(E) = 0. If φE is injective, we say that
E is semistable (indeed, in this case, the semistability of the framed sheaf E does not depend on δ).
Moreover, if PG(E) = δ we say that E is δ-stable. 
Definition 3.9. A d-dimensional framed sheaf E = (E , φE) is µˆ-(semi)stable with respect to δ1 if and
only if kerφE is torsion-free and the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) αG,d−1(E ′) (≤) αG,d(E ′)µˆG(E) for all subsheaves E ′ ⊆ kerφE ,
(ii) αG,d−1(E ′)− δ1 (≤) αG,d(E ′)µˆG(E) for all subsheaves E ′ ⊂ E with αG,d(E ′) < αG,d(E).

Definition 3.10. Let E = (E , φE) be a framed sheaf with αG,d(E) = 0. If φE is injective, we say
that E is µˆ-semistable (for sheaves of dimension ≤ d − 1, the definition of µ-semistability of the
corresponding framed sheaves does not depend on δ1). Moreover, if αG,d−1(E) = δ1, we say that E is
µˆ-stable with respect to δ1. 
One has the usual implications among different stability properties of a d-dimensional framed
sheaf:
µˆ-stable⇒ stable⇒ semistable⇒ µˆ-semistable .
The following result can be proved as Lemma 1.6 in [42].
Lemma 3.11. Let E = (E , φE) and H = (H, φH) be two d-dimensional framed sheaves with the
same reduced framed Hilbert polynomial p.
(i) If E is semistable and H is stable, any nonzero morphism f : E→ H is surjective.
(ii) If E is stable and H is semistable, any nonzero morphism f : E→ H is injective.
(iii) If E and H are stable, any nonzero morphism f : E → H is an isomorphism. Moreover,
Hom(E,H) ' k. If in addition φE 6= 0 or, equivalently, φH 6= 0, there is a unique isomor-
phism f0 with φH ◦ f0 = φE .
Remark 3.12. In the unframed case, (semi)stable d-dimensional sheaves are torsion free. On the
other hand, δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves may contain torsion subsheaves. However, an easy trick
allows one to make use of results about torsion-free sheaves. SinceX is a projective stack, it has the
resolution property. Fix a locally free sheaf Fˆ and a surjective morphism φ : Fˆ → F (here F is the
framing sheaf). Let B be the corresponding kernel. With any d-dimensional framed sheaf E = (E , φE)
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we can associate a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
0 0
kerφE kerφE
0 B Eˆ E 0
0 B Fˆ F 0
φEˆ φE
If kerφE is torsion-free, the torsion subsheaf of Eˆ injects into Fˆ . Since Fˆ is locally free, Eˆ is torsion-
free. Obviously, if Eˆ is torsion-free, kerφE is torsion-free as well. We denote by Eˆ the framed sheaf
(Eˆ , φEˆ : Eˆ → Fˆ). 4
3.3. Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration. The construction of the Jordan-Ho¨lder filtrations does not differ from
the case of framed sheaves on smooth projective varieties. Their existence in the case of projective
stacks is granted by the fact that FG is an exact functor and is compatible with the torsion filtration
(cf. Corollary 2.24).
Definition 3.13. Let E = (E , φE) be a δ-semistable d-dimensional framed sheaf. A Jordan-Ho¨lder
filtration of E is a filtration
E• : 0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ El = E ,
such that all the factors Ei/Ei−1 together with the induced framings φi are δ-stable with framed Hilbert
polynomial PG(Ei/Ei−1, φi) = αG,d(Ei/Ei−1)pG(E). 
A straightforward generalization of [43], Prop. 1.13, yields the following result.
Proposition 3.14. Every δ-semistable framed sheaf E admits a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration. The framed
sheaf
gr(E) = (gr(E), gr(φE)) :=
⊕
i
(Ei/Ei−1, φi)
does not depend, up to isomorphism, on the choice of the Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration.
Definition 3.15. Two δ-semistable framed sheaves E = (E , φE) and H = (H, φH) with the same
reduced framed Hilbert polynomial are called S-equivalent if their associated graded objects gr(E)
and gr(H) are isomorphic. 
3.4. Boundedness. We introduce the notion of family of framed sheaves and we prove a related
boundedness result, which is a stacky version of the one for framed sheaves on smooth projective
varieties (cf. [43], Sect. 2). All base schemes S are of finite type.
Definition 3.16. A flat family E = (E , LE , φE) of framed sheaves onX parameterized by a scheme S
consists of a coherent sheaf E onX ×S, flat over S, a line bundleLE on S, and a morphism φE : LE →
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pS∗Hom(E , p∗X F) called a framing of E . Two families E = (E , LE , φE) and E′ = (E ′, LE ′ , φE ′) are
isomorphic if there exist isomorphisms g : E → E ′ and h : LE → LE ′ such that
g˜ ◦ φE = φE ′ ◦ h , (4)
where
g˜ : pS∗Hom(E , p∗X F)→ pS∗Hom(E ′, p∗X F)
is the isomorphism induced by g. 
Remark 3.17. We may look at a framing φE : LE → pS∗Hom(E , p∗X F) as a nowhere vanishing
morphism
φ˜E : p∗SLE ⊗ E → p∗X F ,
defined as the composition
p∗SLE ⊗ E → p∗SpS∗Hom(E , p∗X F)⊗ E → Hom(E , p∗X F)⊗ E ev−→ p∗X F .
4
We say that the flat family E = (E , LE , φE) has the property P if for any closed point s ∈ S the
framed sheaf (Es, (φ˜E)s : p∗s((LE)s) ⊗ Es → p∗X (F)s) has the property P, where ps : Spec(k(s)) ×
X → Spec(k(s)) is the projection.
Definition 3.18. Let H = (H, LH, φH) be a flat family of framed sheaves on X parameterized by
S. A flat family of framed quotients of H is a flat family of framed sheaves E = (E , LE , φE) on X
parameterized by S with an epimorphism q : H → E and a morphism σ ∈ Hom(LE , LH) such that
the diagram
p∗SLE ⊗H p∗SLE ⊗ E
p∗SLH ⊗H
p∗X F
idp∗
S
LE⊗q
p∗Sσ⊗idH
φ˜H
φ˜E
commutes. 
Remark 3.19. Let H = (H, φH) be a framed sheaf on X . Given a scheme S, by pulling H back to
X ×S one defines a flat family (p∗X (H),OS , p∗X (φH)) parameterized by S. A flat family of framed
quotients of H is a flat family of framed sheaves E = (E , LE , φE) onX parameterized by S with an
epimorphism q : p∗X (H)→ E and a section σ ∈ Γ(S,L∨E ) such that the previous diagram commutes.
4
By Proposition 2.31 torsion-freeness is an open property and we get the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.20. Let E = (E , LE , φE) be a flat family of framed sheaves on X parameterized by S.
The subset of points s ∈ S for which ker φ˜E is torsion-free is open in S.
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By arguing along the lines of the proofs of [44], Prop. 2.3.1 and [19], Prop. 3.1 and using the stacky
version of Grothendieck’s lemma ([65], Lemma 4.13), one can prove the following result.
Proposition 3.21. The property of being µˆ-(semi)stable with respect to δ1 is open in flat families.
3.4.1. Framed version of two technical Lemmas of Le Potier. We describe here generalizations to the
framed case of two results, which will be useful to compare the semistability of framed sheaves on
X with GIT semistability (cf. Thm. 4.4.1 and Prop. 4.4.2 in [44]). The first statement allows one to
relate the notion of semistability to the number of global sections of framed submodules or framed
quotient modules. As usual, we denote by h0(E) the dimension of the vector space of global sections
of a coherent sheaf E on X. For a framed sheaf (E, φE) on X we denote by h0((E, φE)(m)) the
difference h0(E(m))− (φE)δ(m).
Let P be a numerical polynomial of degree d, r > 0 its leading coefficient, and µˆP the correspond-
ing hat-slope.
Theorem 3.22. Let E = (E , φE) be a framed sheaf with φE 6= 0, Hilbert polynomial P and kerφE
torsion-free. There is an integer m0 such that the following three properties of a framed sheaf are
equivalent for m ≥ m0:
(i) E = (E , φE) is δ-(semi)stable;
(ii) P (m) − δ(m) ≤ h0(FG(E)(m)) and h0(FG(E′)(m)) (≤) r′r (P (m) − δ(m)) for all framed
submodules E′ of E of multiplicity r′, 0 6= E ′ 6= E;
(iii) h0(FG(E′′)(m)) (≥) r′′r (P (m)−δ(m)) for all framed quotient modules E′′ of E of multiplic-
ity r′′, E 6= E ′′ 6= 0.
Moreover, E is m-regular for all m ≥ m0.
The set-theoretic families of framed sheaves having torsion-free kernel and satisfying the version of
one of the conditions (i)-(iii) with the weak inequality are denoted byF s,F ′m andF ′′m, respectively.
To prove Theorem 3.22 we need a stacky version of the Le Potier-Simpson boundedness theorem
([44], Thm. 3.3.1). By [65], Rem. 4.6, its proof is straightforward.
Theorem 3.23. Let X be a projective stack with polarization (G,OX(1)). For any pure coherent
sheaf E there is an FG(E)-regular sequence of hyperplane sections σ1, . . . , σdim(E) such that
h0(Xν , E ⊗ G∨|Xν ) ≤
1
ν!
([
µˆmax(FG(E)) + r2 + 1
2
(r + dim(E))− 1
]
+
)ν
,
for all ν = dim(E), . . . , 0 andXν = Z(pi∗(σ1))∩· · ·∩Z(pi∗(σdim(E)−ν)), where Z(pi∗(σi)) ⊂X is
the zero locus of pi∗(σi) ∈ H0(X , pi∗(OX(1))) for i = 1, . . . ,dim(E), r is the multiplicity of FG(E)
and [x]+ := max{0, x}.
The next Lemma can be proved by the same arguments as in the proof of [65], Prop. 4.24.
Lemma 3.24. LetX be a projective stack with polarization (G,OX(1)). LetE = (E , φE) be a framed
sheaf on X with E torsion-free. Let E¯′ be the maximal µˆ-destabilizing sheaf of FG(E). Then there
exists a subsheaf E¯ ′ of E such that
µˆmax(FG(E)) = µˆ(E¯′) ≤ µˆG(E¯ ′) + m˜deg(X),
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where m˜ is an integer such that pi∗(EndOX (G))(m˜) is generated by global sections.
Lemma 3.25. There are integers C and m1 such that for all d-dimensional framed sheaves E =
(E , φE) in the family F := F s ∪
⋃
m≥m1F
′′
m and for all framed saturated subsheaves E ′ the fol-
lowing holds: αG,d−1(E ′) − (φE ′)δ1 ≤ r′
(
µˆP − δ1r
)
+ C, and either αG,d−1(E ′) − (φE ′)δ1 ≥
r′
(
µˆP − δ1r
)
− C or{
h0(FG(E′)(m)) < r
′
r (P (m)− δ(m)) if E ∈ F s and m ≥ m1; and
r′′
r (P − δ) < PG(E′′) if E ∈ F ′′m for some m ≥ m1.
Here r′ and r′′ denote the multiplicity of E ′ and E ′′ = E/E ′ respectively.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalization of that for framed sheaves on smooth projective
varieties (cf. [43], Lemma 2.4) by combining Theorem 3.23 and Lemma 3.24. 
Lemma 3.26. Let Fker be the family of kernels of framed sheaves in F . The families F and Fker
are bounded.
Proof. Assume that E = (E , φE) belongs toF . Let Eˆ = (Eˆ , φEˆ) be the framed sheaf obtained as it is
explained in Remark 3.12. Then PG(Eˆ) = PG(E) + PG(B) does not depend of E. Moreover, if Eˆ ′ is a
nontrivial subsheaf of Eˆ , let E ′ denote its image in E and E ′B = Eˆ ∩ B. Then
µˆG(Eˆ ′) ≤ C + µˆP − δ1
r
+ µˆGmax(B) ,
and the quantity on the right hand side is independent of E. Thus by Lemma 3.24,
µˆmax(FG(Eˆ)) = µˆ(E¯′) ≤ µˆG(E¯ ′) + m˜ deg(X) ≤ C + µˆP − δ1
r
+ µˆGmax(B) + m˜deg(X) ,
where E¯′ is the maximal µˆ-destabilizing sheaf of FG(Eˆ) and E¯ ′ ⊂ Eˆ is the corresponding sheaf.
Thus by [65], Thm. 4.27-(1), the family of coherent sheaves Eˆ is bounded. Since the sheaves E
are quotients of Eˆ with Hilbert polynomial P , they form a bounded family, too. Finally, the family
of kernels ker(φE) of framed sheaves E = (E , φE) is bounded because all the morphisms φE are
morphisms between elements of two bounded families (cf. [38], Prop. 1.2-(i)). 
Proof of Theorem 3.22. By using Lemma 3.25 and Lemma 3.26, the proof is a straightforward gener-
alization of the one for framed sheaves on smooth projective varieties (cf. [43], Thm. 2.1). 
Now we prove a Lemma which allows us to deal with possibly framed sheaves with non torsion-free
kernels. We need an assumption of normality on the Deligne-Mumford stackX .
Lemma 3.27. Let X be a normal projective stack. If (E , φE) is a framed sheaf on X that can be
deformed to a framed sheaf with torsion-free kernel, there is a morphism f : (E , φE) → (H, φH) of
framed sheaves such that:
(i) (H, φH) has torsion-free kernel;
(ii) PG(E) = PG(H) and PG(E , φE) = PG(H, φH);
(iii) ker(f) = Td−1(kerφE).
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Proof. One combines the arguments of [43], Lemma 1.11, and [65], Lemma 6.10. 
4. MODULI SPACES OF FRAMED SHEAVES ON PROJECTIVE STACKS
In this section we shall describe a construction of the moduli spaces of δ-(semi)stable framed
sheaves on a normal projective stackX . If the framing vanishes, these are just the moduli spaces of
(semi)stable torsion-free sheaves, for which we refer to Nironi’s paper [65]. From now on we shall
always assume that the framings are nonzero unless the contrary is explicitly stated.
LetX be a d-dimensional projective stack with coarse moduli scheme pi : X → X . In this section
we make the following assumptions onX :
• X is normal (this hypothesis is necessary only to use Lemma 3.27 in our construction);
• X is irreducible. By [75], Lem. 2.3, also the coarse moduli scheme X is irreducible. We
shall use this hypothesis in the proof of Proposition 4.14, which is in turn used to prove that
the moduli space of δ-stable framed sheaves is fine.
4.1. GIT. The construction of the moduli spaces of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves on X is quite
involved, hence, for the sake of clarity, we divide it into several steps.
Step 1: construction of a “Quot-like” scheme that also takes the framing into account. By [65],
Prop. 4.20, the functor FG defines a closed embedding of QuotX /k(E , P0) into QuotX/k(FG(E), P0),
for any coherent sheaf E onX and numerical polynomial P0 of degree d. In particular, QuotX /k(E ,
P0) is a projective scheme.
Let P0 denote a numerical polynomial of degree d, P = P0 − δ. Fix an integer m ≥ m0 (notations
of Theorem 3.22) and let V be a vector space of dimension P0(m). For every sheaf E on X we shall
denote E(−m) = E ⊗OX(−m).
Set Q˜ := QuotX /k(GG(V (−m)), P0) and P := P
(
Hom(V,H0(F ⊗ G∨ ⊗ pi∗OX(m)))∨
) '
P
(
Hom(V,H0(FG(F)(m)))∨
)
. Given a point [a : V → H0(FG(F)(m))] in P we can define a
framing on GG(V (−m)) as follows. Let us consider the composition
V (−m) a◦id−−→ H0(FG(F)(m))(−m) ev−→ FG(F) .
By applying the functor GG and composing on the right with θG(F), we obtain
φa : GG(V (−m)) GG(a◦id)−−−−−→ H0(FG(F)(m))⊗GG(OX(−m)) GG(ev)−−−−→ GG(FG(F)) θG(F)−−−−→ F .
Let i : Z ′ ↪→ Q˜×P be the closed subscheme of points(
[q˜ : GG(V (−m))→ E ], [a : V → H0(FG(F)(m))]
)
such that the framing φa factors through q˜ and induces a framing φE : E → F .
We explain how to define a flat family of framed sheaves on X parameterized by Z ′ ⊂ Q˜ × P.
Let q˜ : p∗
Q˜×X ,XGG(V (−m))→ U˜ be the universal quotient family onX parameterized by Q˜. Set
H :=
(
pQ˜×X ,X ◦ pQ˜×P×X ,Q˜×X
)∗
GG(V (−m)) .
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Then we have a quotient morphism
p∗
Q˜×P×X ,Q˜×X q˜ : H → p∗Q˜×P×X ,Q˜×X U˜ → 0 .
Consider now the universal quotient sheaf of P, that is,
ρ : Hom(V ⊗OP, H0(FG(F)(m))⊗OP)→ OP(1)→ 0 .
By an argument similar to the one used earlier to construct φa from a point [a] ∈ P, we can define a
morphism
φH : LH → pQ˜×P×X ,Q˜×P∗Hom(H, p
∗
Q˜×P×X ,X F) ,
where LH := p∗Q˜×P,POP(−1). In this way, (H, LH, φH) is a flat family of framed sheaves on the
stackX parameterized by Q˜×P.
We can endow the universal quotient family U := (i× idX )∗U˜ onX parameterized by Z ′ with a
framed sheaf structure in the following way. By the definition of Z ′ there exists a morphism
φU : LU → pZ′×X ,Z′∗Hom(U , p∗Z′×X ,X F) ,
where LU :=
(
pQ˜×P,P ◦ i
)∗OP(−1) = i∗LH.
Set U := (U , LU , φU ). Then by choosing the morphism σ in Definition 3.18 to be idLU , we obtain
the following result.
Proposition 4.1. U is a flat family of framed sheaves on X parameterized by Z ′, and is formed by
framed quotients of the flat family H := (i∗H, i∗LH, i∗φH) of framed sheaves on X , which is also
parameterized by Z ′.
The schemes Q˜ and P enjoy universality properties so that the same happens for the scheme Z ′.
This is proved as in [19] and [43].
Proposition 4.2. Let [a] be a point in P, and let E = (E , LE , φE) be a flat family of framed quotients
of (GG(V (−m)), φa). Assume that the Hilbert polynomial of Es is independent of s ∈ S. There is a
morphism f : S → Z ′ (unique up to a unique isomorphism) such that E is isomorphic to the pull-back
of U via f × id.
Step 2: GL(V )-action on Z ′. Until now, we constructed a projective scheme Z ′ which parameterizes
a flat family of framed quotients of GG(V (−m)), with its framed sheaf structure. To use the GIT
machinery we need to define an action of a reductive group on Z ′. We shall endow Z ′ of a GL(V )-
action induced by GL(V )-actions on Q˜ and P.
Let τ : V ⊗OGL(V ) → V ⊗OGL(V ) be the universal automorphism of V parameterized by GL(V ).
The composition
p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,XGG(V (−m))
p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,GL(V )τ−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,XGG(V (−m))
p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,Q˜×X q˜−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,Q˜×X U˜ → 0
is a flat family of quotients onX parameterized by Q˜×GL(V ). Therefore, by the universal property
of Q˜ we get a classifying morphism ξ1 : Q˜×GL(V )→ Q˜, which is just the right GL(V )-action on
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Q˜ pointwise defined as [q˜] · g := [q˜ ◦ (g ⊗ id)], where [q˜ : GG(V (−m)) → E ] is a closed point in Q˜
and g ∈ GL(V ).
On the other hand, consider
Hom(V ⊗OP×GL(V), H0(FG(F)(m))⊗OP×GL(V ))
p∗
P×GL(V ),GL(V )τ−−−−−−−−−−−→
Hom(V ⊗OP×GL(V), H0(FG(F)(m))⊗OP×GL(V ))
p∗
P×GL(V ),Pρ−−−−−−−−→ p∗P×GL(V ),POP(1)→ 0 .
This induces a classifying morphism ξ2 : P×GL(V )→ P, which is the right action of GL(V ) on P
given by [a] ◦ g := [a ◦ g] for any closed point [a : V → H0(FG(F)(m))] and g ∈ GL(V ). By the
definition of classifying morphisms there are isomorphisms
Λ1 : (ξ1 × idX )∗U˜ ∼−→ p∗Q˜×GL(V )×X ,Q˜×X U˜ ,
Λ2 : ξ
∗
2OP(1) ∼−→ p∗P×GL(V ),POP(1) ,
such that the following diagrams commute:
p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,XGG(V (−m)) (ξ1 × idX )∗U˜
p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,XGG(V (−m)) p∗Q˜×GL(V )×X ,Q˜×X U˜
,
Hom(V ⊗OP×GL(V), H0(FG(F)(m))⊗OP×GL(V )) ξ∗2OP(1)
Hom(V ⊗OP×GL(V), H0(FG(F)(m))⊗OP×GL(V )) p∗P×GL(V ),POP(1)
.
(ξ1×idX )∗q˜
p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,GL(V )τ Λ1
p∗
Q˜×GL(V )×X ,Q˜×X q˜
ξ∗2(ρ)
p∗
P×GL(V ),GL(V )τ Λ2
p∗
P×GL(V ),Pρ
One can check that Λ1 is a GL(V )-linearization for U˜ in the sense of Romagny, cf. [69], Example 4.3.
In the same way, Λ2 is a GL(V )-linearization forOP(1). (For coherent sheaves on Deligne-Mumford
stacks we shall always use the term “linearization” in this sense.)
The classifying morphisms ξ1, ξ2 induce a right action
ξ : Q˜×P×GL(V )→ Q˜×P . (5)
The closed subscheme Z ′ is invariant with respect to this action. Thus we have an induced GL(V )-
linearization of U and an induced GL(V )-linearization of LU which are compatible with φU , i.e., the
two linearizations satisfy an equation of the form (4).
Step 3: comparison between GIT (semi)stability and the δ-(semi)stability condition for framed sheaves.
We need to define suitable SL(V )-linearized ample line bundles on Z ′ which will allow us to deal with
GIT (semi)stable points on Z ′ and compare them to δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves onX . From now
on we consider SL(V ) instead of GL(V ) because the study of the GIT (semi)stable points is easier
for the first group.
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As it is described in [65], Sect. 6.1, one can define line bundles on Q˜
L` := det(pQ˜∗FG(U˜)(`)) .
By [65], Prop. 6.2, for ` sufficiently large the line bundles L` are very ample. Moreover, they carry
natural SL(V )-linearizations (cf. [65], Lemma 6.3). Then the ample line bundles
OZ′(n1, n2) := q∗Q˜L
⊗n1
` ⊗ q∗POP(n2)
carry natural SL(V )-linearizations, where qQ˜ and qP are the natural projections from Z
′ to Q˜ and P
respectively. As explained in [43], Sect. 3, only the ratio n2/n1 matters, and we choose it to be
n2
n1
:= P (`)
δ(m)
P (m)
− δ(`) ,
assuming, of course, that ` is chosen large enough to make this term positive.
To use the GIT machinery we need to compare the GIT (semi)stability with the δ-(semi)stabili-
ty condition for framed sheaves. The results we show in the following are generalizations of those
proved in [43], Sect. 3, for framed sheaves on smooth projective varieties. The proofs are rather
straightforward due to the properties of the functors FG and GG .
Let q˜ : GG(V (−m)) → E be a surjective morphism and V ′ a nontrivial proper linear subspace of
V. The vector space V ′ defines a subsheaf of E in the following way: if we apply the functor GG
to the inclusion map i : V ′(−m) ↪→ V (−m), we get an injective morphism i˜ : GG(V ′(−m)) ↪→
GG(V (−m)) and the image of q˜ ◦ i˜ gives a subsheaf of E . Now we state the following stacky version
of [43], Prop. 3.1.
Proposition 4.3. For a sufficiently large `, the point ([q˜], [a]) ∈ Z ′ is (semi)stable with respect to the
linearization of OZ′(n1, n2) if and only if
dim(V ′) · (n1P0(`) + n2) (≤) dim(V ) ·
(
n1PG(E ′, `) + n2(φE ′)
)
.
for every nontrivial proper linear subspace V ′ of V . Here E ′ ⊂ E is the subsheaf given by V ′.
By Corollary 3.20 there is an open subscheme U ⊂ Z ′ whose points represent framed sheaves with
torsion-free kernel. We assume that U is nonempty and denote by Z its closure in Z ′.
Let q˜ : GG(V (−m))→ E be a morphism representing a point [q˜] ∈ Q˜. By applying the functor FG
to q˜ and then composing on the left by ϕG(V (−m)), we obtain
V (−m) ϕG(V (−m))−−−−−−−→ FG(GG(V (−m)))→ FG(E) ,
and in cohomology we get q : V → H0(FG(E)(m)).
Proposition 4.4. For sufficiently large `, a point ([q˜], [a]) ∈ Z is (semi)stable with respect to the
SL(V )-action on Z if and only if the corresponding framed sheaf (E , φE) is δ-(semi)stable and the
map q : V → H0(FG(E)(m)) induced by q˜ is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have seen that given a point ([q˜], [a]) ∈ Z one can construct a framed sheaf (E , φE) and a
map q : V → H0(FG(E)(m)). On the other hand, if we fix a framed sheaf (E , φE) with an isomor-
phism q : V → H0(FG(E)(m)), we obtain a surjective morphism
V (−m) q⊗id−−−→ H0(FG(E)(m))(−m) ev−→ FG(E)
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(note that FG(E)(m) is m-regular, hence it is globally generated). Since GG is a right-exact functor
and θG(E) is surjective by definition, the morphism
q˜ : GG(V (−m))→ GG(FG(E)) θG(E)−−−→ E
is surjective as well. Furthermore, the framing φ = φE◦q˜ defines a morphism a : V → H0(FG(F)(m)).
Thus we get a point in Z ′.
Now the proof is obtained by combining the arguments in [43], Prop. 3.2, with those in [65],
Thm. 5.1. The former allow us to compare the two different (semi)stability conditions (thanks also
to Theorem 3.22), while the latter show that from a δ-(semi)stable framed sheaf (E , φE) with an
isomorphism q : V → H0(FG(E)(m)) we construct, by means of the procedure described above, a
(semi)stable point in Z, and vice versa. In view of Lemma 3.27 we need only to deal with framed
sheaves with a torsion-free kernel. 
The following Lemma is obtained by arguing along the lines of the analogous result in the unframed
case (cf. [44], Lemma 4.3.2).
Lemma 4.5. Let
(
[q˜ : GG(V (−m))→ E ], [a : V → H0(FG(F)(m))]
)
be a closed point of Z ′ such
that FG(E)(m) is globally generated and q : V → H0(FG(E)(m)) induced by q˜ is an isomorphism.
There is a natural injective homomorphism i : Aut(E , φE) → GL(V ) whose image is precisely the
stabilizer subgroup GL(V )([q˜],[a]) of the point ([q˜], [a]).
Step 4: Good and geometric quotients and (semi)stable locus. Thanks to the results we proved before,
we are ready to use [44], Thm. 4.2.10, which allows us to construct a (quasi-)projective scheme
parameterizing (semi)stable points of Z.
We denote by U(s)s = (U (s)s, LU(s)s , φU(s)s) the universal family of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves
onX parameterized by Z(s)s induced, through pull-back, by the one parameterized by Z ′.
By using [44], Thm. 4.2.10, we get directly the following.
Theorem 4.6. There exists a projective scheme Mss = MssX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) and a morphism
p˜i : Zss → Mss such that p˜i is a universal good quotient for the SL(V )-action on Zss. Moreover,
there is an open subscheme Ms = MsX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) ⊂ Mss such that Zs = p˜i−1(Ms) and
p˜i : Zs → Ms is a universal geometric quotient. Finally, there is a positive integer ` and a very ample
line bundle OMss(1) on Mss such that OZ′(n1, n2)⊗`|Zss ' p˜i(OMss(1)).
By using the same arguments as in the proof of [43], Prop. 3.3, and the semicontinuity theorem for
Hom groups of flat families of framed sheaves (Proposition A.2), we get the following result.
Proposition 4.7. Two points ([q˜], [a]) and ([q˜′], [a′]) in Zss are mapped to the same point in Mss if
and only if the corresponding framed sheaves are S-equivalent.
4.2. The moduli stacks of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves. In the previous section we used GIT
machinery to construct a good (geometric) quotient M(s)s of Z(s)s. Now we introduce a moduli stack
associated with Z(s)s and describe its relation with M(s)s. Let us define the algebraic stack of finite
type
SM(s)s = SM
(s)s
X /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) := [Z(s)s/SL(V )] .
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Note that SMs is an open substack of SMss.
We explain the relation betweenSM(s)s and M(s)s. First we recall the notion of good moduli space
for algebraic stacks.
Definition 4.8 ([5, Def. 3.1]). A morphism of algebraic stacks f : X → Y is cohomologically affine
if it is quasi-compact and the functor f∗ : QCoh(X )→ QCoh(Y ) is exact. 
Definition 4.9 ([5, Def. 4.1 and 7.1]). Let f : X → Y be a morphism where X is an algebraic
stack and Y an algebraic space. We say that f is a good moduli space if the following properties are
satisfied:
• f is cohomologically affine,
• the natural morphism OY → f∗(OX ) is an isomorphism.
Moreover, a good moduli space f is a tame moduli space if the map [X (Spec(k))] → Y (Spec(k))
is a bijection of sets, where [X (Spec(k))] denotes the set of isomorphism classes of objects of
X (Spec(k)). 
Since the ample line bundle OZ′(n1, n2)|Zss is SL(V )-equivariant, it descends to a line bundle
O(n1, n2) on SMss. The morphism p˜i induces a morphism piS : SMss → Mss. By [5], Thm. 13.6
(which is a stacky version of [44], Thm. 4.2.10), we get the following result.
Theorem 4.10. The morphism piS : SMss → Mss is a good moduli space and pi∗S(OMss(1)) '
O(n1, n2)⊗`. Moreover, the morphism piS : SMs → Ms is a tame moduli space.
Furthermore, by [5], Thm. 6.6, we can state the following universal property for piS : SMss →
Mss.
Proposition 4.11. Let T be an algebraic space and f : SMss → T a morphism. There exists a
unique morphism g : Mss → T such that f = g ◦ piS.
We introduce two more algebraic stacks of finite type
M(s)s = M
(s)s
X /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) := [Z(s)s/GL(V )] ,
PM(s)s = PM
(s)s
X /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) := [Z(s)s/PGL(V )] .
Note that the stackPM(s)s is well defined as the multiplicative groupGm is contained in the stabilizer
of every point of Zss (cf. Lemma 4.5).
A natural question is if there is a relation between the stacks SM(s)s, M(s)s and PM(s)s. First,
note that the smooth groupoid of the smooth presentation Z(s)s →M(s)s is
Z(s)s ×GL(V ) Z(s)s ,
a
p
Z(s)s
where a is the action morphism of GL(V ) on Z(s)s. Since Gm acts on Z(s)s × GL(V ) by leaving a
and pZ(s)s invariant, we can rigidify the smooth groupoid (the notion of rigidification is explained in
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[1], Sect. 5) to get
Z(s)s × PGL(V ) Z(s)s .
a
p
Z(s)s
This is the smooth groupoid of PM(s)s. In particular, M(s)s → PM(s)s is a Gm-gerbe (i.e., it is a
gerbe for which the automorphism group of every section is Gm, and this isomorphism is compatible
with the fibred structure of the gerbe). On the other hand, we can rigidify the stack SM(s)s with
respect to the group µ(V ) ⊂ SL(V ), where µ(V ) is the group of dim(V )-roots of unity, and we get
that the rigidification is isomorphic to PM(s)s. Hence SM(s)s → PM(s)s is a µ(V )-gerbe.
The morphism piS : SM(s)s → M(s)s induces a morphism piP : PM(s)s → M(s)s (cf. [1], Thm. 5.1.5-
(2)), so that we get a morphism pi : M(s)s → M(s)s and the following commutative diagram
SM(s)s M(s)sPM(s)s
M(s)s
.
piS pi
piP
Statements as those in Theorem 4.10 hold also for pi and piP, cf. [74]. Moreover, according to the
proof of [65], Thm. 6.22-(1), the universal property stated in Proposition 4.11 also holds for pi and
piP.
Let us denote by [M(s)s] the contravariant functor which associates with any scheme S of finite
type the set [M(s)s](S) of isomorphism classes of objects of M(s)s(S). The morphism pi factors
throughM(s)s → [M(s)s]. To conclude this section we show that the contravariant functors [M(s)s] is
isomorphic to the moduli functorM(s)s of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves onX , i.e., the contravariant
functor
M(s)s =M(s)sX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) : (Sch/k)◦ → (Sets)
which associates with any scheme S of finite type the set of isomorphism classes of flat families of
δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves onX with Hilbert polynomial P0 parameterized by S.
Theorem 4.12. The functorM(s)s is isomorphic to [M(s)s].
The proof of this Theorem requires a preliminary result. Let G be an affine algebraic group which
acts on an algebraic stack M (the action is given in the sense of Romagny [69], Def. 2.1). Let
(M /G)∗ be the stack introduced in [69], Sect. 4, whose objects are — roughly speaking — G-torsors
P over a base scheme T with a G-equivariant morphism P → M (cf. [69], Sect. 1). Assume that
(M /G)∗ is an algebraic stack and denote by p : M → (M /G)∗ the morphism which associates with
any object x : T →M inM (T ) the trivial G-torsor G× T over T with the G-equivariant morphism
G × T id×x−−−→ G ×M → M , where the last morphism is the G-action on M . The notion of G-
linearized coherent sheaf is introduced in [69], Example 4.3. We say that a G-linearized coherent
sheaf F on M descends to (M /G)∗ if there is a coherent sheaf E on (M /G)∗ such that there is an
isomorphism F ' p∗E of G-linearized sheaves. Assume that the following is true:
• every G-linearized coherent sheaf F onM descends to (M /G)∗;
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• given two G-linearized coherent sheaves F and F ′ on M that descend to E and E ′, and a
morphism f : F → F ′, then f descends to (M /G)∗, i.e., there is morphism g : E → E ′ such
that p∗g corresponds to f under the isomorphisms F ' p∗E , F ′ ' p∗E ′;
then we say that the category of G-linearized coherent sheaves onM descends to (M /G)∗.
Consider now the following particular situation: let p : P → S be a GL(V )-torsor. Then there is
an induced GL(V )-action on P ×X , where the GL(V )-action on X is the trivial one. Therefore,
((P ×X )/GL(V ))∗ is S ×X . We have the following characterization of the category of GL(V )-
linearized coherent sheaves on P ×X .
Lemma 4.13. Let p : P → S be a GL(V )-torsor. The category of GL(V )-linearized coherent sheaves
on P ×X (where the GL(V )-action onX is the trivial one) descends to S ×X .
Proof. Since X is of the form [T/G], with T a scheme and G a linear algebraic group, by [35],
Prop. 2.5, the category of GL(V )-linearized coherent sheaves on P ×X is equivalent to the category
of coherent sheaves on P × T with commuting GL(V )− and G-equivariant structures, where the
action of GL(V ) on T and the action of G on P are trivial. By [44], Thm. 4.2.14, this category
descends to the category of coherent sheaves on S × T with G-equivariant structure, where the G-
action on S is trivial. As we already noticed, this category is equivalent to the category of coherent
sheaves on S ×X . 
In the following we shall freely use this Lemma without referring to it explicitly.
Proof of Theorem 4.12. We combine the arguments of [44], Lemma 4.3.1, and the methods described
in [26], as done in [70], Thm. 6.2. First we need to define a natural transformation
η : [M(s)s]→M(s)s .
Let S be a scheme of finite type. An object in [M(s)s](S) is an isomorphism class [(q : P →
S, ϕ : P → Z(s)s)], where q : P → S is a GL(V )-torsor over S and ϕ is a GL(V )-equivariant mor-
phism. The pullback U(s)sP = (U (s)sP , LU(s)sP , φU(s)sP ) via ϕ × idX of the universal family U
(s)s =
(U (s)s, LU(s)s , φU(s)s) parameterized by Z(s)s is a GL(V )-equivariant family on P × X . Since
q : P → S is a GL(V )-torsor, this family descends to a flat family of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves
onX parameterized by S.
Let (q : P → S, ϕ : P → Z(s)s) and (q′ : P ′ → S, ϕ′ : P ′ → Z(s)s) be two isomorphic pairs, i.e.,
P and P ′ fit into a commutative diagram
P P ′
S S
,
ν
q q′
idS
where ν is an isomorphism of GL(V )-torsors compatible with ϕ and ϕ′. Then ν induces an iso-
morphism between U(s)sP and the pullback of U
(s)s
P ′ via ν × idX . Thus, ν induces an isomorphism
between the corresponding flat families of framed sheaves parameterized by S. Therefore, η(S) sends
isomorphism classes [(q : P → S, ϕ : P → Z(s)s)] to isomorphism classes [U(s)sP ].
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We want to define a natural transformation γ : M(s)s → [M(s)s]. Note that p∗S×X ,X G is a gener-
ating sheaf for S ×X by Theorem 2.10. By the same reason, for any point s ∈ S the locally free
sheaf p∗Spec(k(s))×X ,X G is a generating sheaf for Spec(k(s))×X .
By [65], Prop. 1.5, one has
Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)s = (s× idX)∗(id× pi)∗(E ⊗ p∗S×X ,X (G)∨)
' (id× pi)∗(s× idX )∗(E ⊗ p∗S×X ,X (G)∨) = Fp∗Spec(k(s))×X ,X G(Es) .
Thus Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)s is m-regular for any closed s ∈ S. Therefore
B := pS×X,S∗
(
Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)⊗ p∗S×X,XOX(m)
)
is a locally freeOS-module of rank P0(m). Consider the frame bundle P := Isom(V ⊗OS ,B) q−→ S.
It is a GL(V )-torsor over S. Moreover, there is a universal trivialization θP : V ⊗OP ∼−→ q∗B.
So far, starting from the flat family E parameterized by S, we constructed a GL(V )-torsor P over
S. Now we need to defined a morphism P → Z(s)s induced by E. To obtain this we shall build a flat
family of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves parameterized by P ; by using the universal property of Z(s)s
we shall obtain the morphism. Since B is locally free, there is a surjective morphism
p∗S×X,SB ⊗ p∗S×X,XOX(−m)→ Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)→ 0 .
By pulling backing by q × idX : P ×X → S ×X we obtain
(q × idX)∗(p∗S×X,SB ⊗ p∗S×X,XOX(−m))→ (q × idX)∗Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)→ 0 .
On the other hand we have a morphism
(q × idX)∗(p∗S×X,SB ⊗ p∗S×X,XOX(−m)) θP⊗id−−−−→ V ⊗ (q × idX)∗p∗S×X,XOX(−m) ,
so we get the quotient on P ×X
V ⊗ p∗P×X,XOX(−m)→ (q × idX)∗Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)→ 0 .
By applying [65], Prop. 1.5, we obtain
(q × idX)∗Fp∗S×X ,X G(E) = (q × idX)∗(id× pi)∗(E ⊗ p∗S×X ,X (G)∨)
' (id× pi)∗(q × idX )∗(E ⊗ p∗S×X ,X (G)∨) = Fp∗P×X ,X G((q × idX )∗E) .
So we have the quotient on P ×X
V ⊗ p∗P×X,XOX(−m)→ Fp∗P×X ,X G((q × idX )∗E)→ 0 .
By applying the functor Gp∗P×X ,X G and composing on the right with θp∗P×X ,X G((q × idX )∗E), we
obtain a surjective morphism
Gp∗P×X ,X G(V ⊗ p∗P×X,XOX(−m))→ EP ,
where EP := (q × idX )∗E . By the universal property of Q˜, we obtain a morphism P → Q˜. We need
to define a framing for EP ; this will give a morphism P → P. Let us consider the morphism
φ˜E : p∗S×X ,SLE ⊗ E → p∗S×X ,X F .
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By applying the functors ⊗p∗S×X ,X (G)∨ and (id× pi)∗ we get
p∗S×X,SLE ⊗ Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)→ (id× pi)∗(p∗S×X ,X F ⊗ p∗S×X ,X (G)∨) ,
where we used the projection formula for pi (Lemma 2.4).
By [65], Prop. 1.5, we have (id× pi)∗(p∗S×X ,X F ⊗ p∗S×X ,X (G)∨) ' p∗S×X,XFG(F). So, we get
p∗S×X,SLE ⊗ Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)→ p∗S×X,XFG(F) .
By applying the functors ⊗p∗S×X,XOX(m) and pS×X,S∗ we obtain
φˆE : LE ⊗ pS×X,S∗(Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)(m))→ OS ⊗H0(FG(F)(m)) .
Let LEP := q
∗LE . By considering the composition
LEP ⊗ V ⊗OP
id⊗θP−−−−→ LEP ⊗ q∗pS×X,S∗(Fp∗S×X ,X G(E)(m))
q∗φˆE−−−→ OP ⊗H0(FG(F)(m))
we obtain the morphism
φˆEP : LEP → Hom(V ⊗OP ,OP ⊗H0(FG(F)(m))) ' Hom(V,H0(FG(F)(m)))⊗OP .
By the universal property of the projective space P, this defines a morphism P → P. Note that φˆEP
is induced by the following morphism
φEP := q
∗φE : LEP → pP×X ,X ∗Hom(EP , p∗P×X ,X F) .
Since E = (E , LE , φE) is a flat family of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves, by Proposition 4.2 the mor-
phism P → Q˜×P factorizes through a morphism P → Z ′, hence by Proposition 4.4 also through a
morphism ΨE : P → Z(s)s.Moreover, the morphism ΨE is GL(V )-equivariant by construction. Thus
E defines a GL(V )-torsor P over S with a GL(V )-equivariant morphism ΨE. Therefore E defines an
object in M(s)s(S).
By the previous constructions, two isomorphic families E and E′ define two isomorphic GL(V )-
torsors P and P ′ over S, and the isomorphism ν : P ∼−→ P ′ is compatible with ΨE and ΨE′ . So we
get a natural transformation
γ : M(s)s → [M(s)s] .
Moreover, it is easy to prove that γ ◦ η and η ◦ γ are the identity. 
We have obtained the following factorization of the structure morphism pi:
M(s)s [M(s)s] M(s)s .
M(s)s
pi
η
Ψ(s)s
(6)
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4.3. The moduli spaces of δ-(semi)stable framed sheaves. In this section we prove that M(s)s is a
moduli space for the functorM(s)s, i.e., M(s)s corepresentsM(s)s (cf. [44], Def. 2.2.1). In addition,
thanks to the next Proposition, we can prove that Ms is a fine moduli space forMs, i.e., Ms represents
Ms.
Proposition 4.14. Let Us = (Us, LUs , φUs) be the universal family of stable framed sheaves on X
parameterized by Zs. Then Us and LUs are invariant with respect to the action of the centre Gm of
GL(V ).
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.4, the restriction ξ˜ of the action ξ to the centreGm of GL(V ),
defined in (5), is the trivial action on Zs. Therefore, we have induced isomorphisms
Λ˜1 : p
∗
Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×X Us
∼−→ p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×X Us ,
Λ˜2 : p
∗
Zs×Gm,ZsLUs
∼−→ p∗Zs×Gm,ZsLUs ,
compatibly with φUs . In particular, we have the following commutative diagram
p∗Zs×Gm×X ,ZsLUs ⊗ p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×X Us
p∗Zs×Gm×X ,X F
p∗Zs×Gm×X ,ZsLUs ⊗ p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×X Us
.p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×Gm Λ˜2⊗Λ˜1
p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×X φ˜Us
p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×X φ˜Us
LetH := Im (p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×GmΛ˜2 ⊗ Λ˜1 − id). By Lemma 3.11-(iii), the restrictionH(z,λ) ofH
to the fibre {(z, λ)} ×X is zero for any closed point (z, λ) ∈ Zs ×Gm. So Fp∗{(z,λ)}×X ,X G(H(z,λ))
is zero as well by Lemma 2.21. On the other hand, by [65], Prop. 1.5, we get
Fp∗{(z,λ)}×X ,X G(H(z,λ)) '
(
Fp∗Zs×Gm×X ,X G(H)
)
(z,λ)
,
where Fp∗Zs×Gm×X ,X G(H)(z,λ) is the restriction of the sheaf Fp∗Zs×Gm×X ,X G(H) to {(z, λ)} × X .
ThusFp∗Zs×Gm×X ,X G(H)(z,λ) is zero for any closed point (z, λ) ∈ Z
s×Gm. SoFp∗Zs×Gm×X ,X (G)(H)
is zero and therefore by Lemma 2.21 the sheafH is zero as well.
Thus the morphism p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×GmΛ˜2 ⊗ Λ˜1 is the identity morphism
idp∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×Gm (p
∗
Zs×Gm,Zs (LUs ))
⊗ idp∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×X (Us) ,
and Λ˜1 and p∗Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×GmΛ˜2 are the identity morphisms.
Now it remains to prove that Λ˜2 is the identity morphism as well. Since Zs ×Gm ×X is a coarse
moduli scheme for Zs×Gm×X , the morphism idZs×Gm ×pi is a good moduli space (cf. Definition
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4.9). Therefore, by applying [5], Prop. 4.5, we get for L := p∗Zs×Gm,ZsLUs
pZs×Gm×X ,Zs×Gm∗p
∗
Zs×Gm×X ,Zs×GmL
' pZs×Gm×X,Zs×Gm∗(idZs×Gm × pi)∗(idZs×Gm × pi)∗p∗Zs×Gm×X,Zs×GmL
' pZs×Gm×X,Zs×Gm∗p∗Zs×Gm×X,Zs×GmL .
Here we used that pZs×Gm×X ,Zs×Gm = pZs×Gm×X,Zs×Gm ◦ (idZs×Gm × pi).
Since X is a projective irreducible scheme, by using [39], Prop. III-9.3, we have
pZs×Gm×X,Zs×Gm∗p
∗
Zs×Gm×X,Zs×GmL ' L .
Thus Λ˜1 and Λ˜2 are the identity morphisms and therefore Us and LUs are Gm-invariant. 
Theorem 4.15. Let X be a d-dimensional normal projective irreducible stack with coarse moduli
scheme pi : X → X and (G,OX(1)) a polarization on it. For any framing sheaf F , stability polyno-
mial δ and numerical polynomial P0 of degree d, the projective scheme Mss = MssX /k(G,OX(1);P0,
F , δ) is a moduli space for the moduli functor Mss = MssX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ). Moreover the
quasi-projective scheme Ms = MsX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) is a fine moduli space for the moduli func-
torMs =MsX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ).
Proof. Let Ψ(s)s : M(s)s → M(s)s be the natural transformation defined in (6). Let N be a scheme
and ψ : Mss → N a natural transformation. Then the universal family Uss of δ-semistable framed
sheaves on X parameterized by Zss defines a morphism f : Zss → N which is SL(V )-invariant
due to the SL(V )-equivariance of Uss. Since Mss is a categorical quotient, the morphism f factors
through a morphism Mss → N , therefore the natural transformation ψ factors through Ψss.
By Lemma 4.5 the stabilizer in PGL(V ) of a closed point in Zs is trivial. Hence, by Proposition
4.7 and Luna’s e´tale slice Theorem ([44], Thm. 4.2.12), Zs → M s is a PGL(V )-torsor. Since the
universal family Us of δ-stable framed sheaves onX parameterized by Zs is PGL(V )-linearized by
Proposition 4.14, it descends to a universal family of δ-stable framed sheaves onX parameterized by
Ms. 
Corollary 4.16. The algebraic stack Ms is a Gm-gerbe over its coarse moduli scheme Ms.
We conclude this section by stating a theorem about the tangent space and the obstruction to the
smoothness of the moduli spaces of δ-stable framed sheaves. The proof is just a straightforward gen-
eralization of the same result for δ-framed sheaves on smooth projective varieties (cf. [43], Thm. 4.1),
thanks to the result of Olsson and Starr about the tangent space of the Quot scheme for Deligne-
Mumford stacks (cf. [67], Lemma 2.5).
Theorem 4.17. Let [(E , φE)] be a point in the moduli space MsX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) of δ-stable
framed sheaves on X . Consider E and φE : E → F as complexes concentrated in degree zero, and
zero and one, respectively.
(i) The Zariski tangent space of MsX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) at a point [(E , φE)] is naturally iso-
morphic to the first hyper-Ext group Ext1(E , E φE−→ F).
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(ii) If the second hyper-Ext group Ext2(E , E φE−→ F) vanishes, MsX /k(G,OX(1);P0,F , δ) is
smooth at [(E , φE)].
4.4. Framed sheaves on projective orbifolds. In this section we assume that X is a projective
orbifold of dimension d. Let E = (E , φE) be a d-dimensional framed sheaf on X . The orbifold
rank (resp. the degree) of E is the orbifold rank (resp. the degree) of E . The framed degree of a
d-dimensional framed sheaf E is
degG(E) := degG(E)− (φE)δ1 ,
while its framed slope is
µG(E) :=
degG(E)
ork(E) .
Let E ′ be a subsheaf of E with quotient E ′′ = E/E ′. If E , E ′ and E ′′ are d-dimensional, the framed
degree of E behaves additively, i.e., degG(E) = degG(E′) + degG(E′′).
Definition 4.18. A d-dimensional framed sheaf E = (E , φE) is µ-(semi)stable with respect to δ1 if
and only if kerφE is torsion-free and the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) degG(E ′) (≤) ork(E ′)µG(E) for all subsheaves E ′ ⊆ kerφE ,
(ii) (degG(E ′)− δ1) (≤) ork(E ′)µG(E) for all subsheaves E ′ ⊂ E with ork(E ′) < ork(E).

Definition 4.19. Let E = (E , φE) be a framed sheaf of orbifold rank zero. If φE is injective, we say
that E is µ-semistable (indeed, in this case the µ-semistability of the corresponding framed sheaf does
not depend on δ1). Moreover, if the degree of E is δ1, we say that E is µ-stable with respect to δ1. 
Recall that the µˆ-(semi)stability is an open property in flat families of framed sheaves (cf. Propo-
sition 3.21). Moreover, on a projective orbifold the definition of µˆ-(semi)stability is equivalent to
the definition of µ-(semi)stability, thanks to the relations between the rank and the orbifold rank and
between the hat-slope and the slope (cf. Remark 2.28). Thus we can apply the results of the previous
sections. In particular we get the following result.
Theorem 4.20. LetX be a d-dimensional projective irreducible orbifold with coarse moduli scheme
pi : X → X and (G,OX(1)) a polarization on it. For any framing sheafF , stability polynomial δ and
numerical polynomial P0 of degree d, there exists a fine moduli space parameterizing isomorphism
classes of µ-stable framed sheaves on X with Hilbert polynomial P0, which is a quasi-projective
scheme.
5. (D ,FD)-FRAMED SHEAVES ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTIVE ORBIFOLDS
In this section we introduce the theory of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves on two-dimensional smooth
projective irreducible stacks. Our main reference for the corresponding theory in the case of smooth
projective irreducible surfaces is [18].
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Let X be a two-dimensional smooth projective irreducible stack with coarse moduli scheme
pi : X → X a normal projective surface. By [75], Prop. 2.8, X only has finite quotient (hence
rational, cf. [53]) singularities.
Fix a one-dimensional integral closed substack D ⊂ X and a locally free sheaf FD on it. We call
D a framing divisor and FD a framing sheaf.
Definition 5.1. A (D ,FD)-framed sheaf on X is a pair (E , φE), where E is a torsion-free sheaf on
X , locally free in a neighbourhood of D , and φE : E|D ∼−→ FD is an isomorphism. We call φE a
framing on E . 
A morphism between (D ,FD)-framed sheaves on X is a morphism between framed sheaves as
stated in Definition 3.3.
The assumption of locally freeness of the underlying coherent sheaf E of a (D ,FD)-framed sheaf
(E , φE) in a neighbourhood of D allows one to prove the next Lemma, which will be useful later on.
Lemma 5.2. Let E be a torsion-free sheaf onX which is locally free in a neighbourhood of D . If E ′
is a saturated coherent subsheaf of E , the restriction E ′|D is a subsheaf of E|D .
Proof. By hypothesis E is locally free in a neighbourhood of D , hence on this neighbourhood E ′ is a
saturated subsheaf of a locally free sheaf, hence E ′ is locally free as well (cf. Example C.7). Thus we
get straightforward the assertion. 
5.1. Boundedness. The first result we prove concerns the boundedness of the family of (D ,FD)-
framed sheaves on X with fixed Hilbert polynomial. In order to prove it, we need to impose some
conditions.
As explained for instance in [72], Section 2.2., the structure morphism pi : X → X induces a one-
to-one correspondence between integral closed substacks ofX and integral closed subschemes of X
in the following way: for any integral closed substack V ofX , pi(V ) is a closed integral subscheme
of X , and vice versa, for any integral closed subscheme V ⊂ X , the fibre product (V ×X X )red is
an integral closed substack of X . Moreover, V is the coarse moduli scheme of V (cf. [4], Lemma
2.3.3).
Let D := pi(D) be the coarse moduli scheme of D . In the following we assume that D is a smooth
curve. Furthermore, we fix a polarization (G,OX(1)) onX such that G is a direct sum of powers of
a pi-ample locally free sheaf.
Note that the maximum ND of the numbers of the conjugacy classes of any geometric stabilizer
group of D is less or equal to the corresponding number NX forX , so that G|D is a generating sheaf
for D (cf. Remark 2.8). Thus, also using part (ii) of Proposition 2.12, we obtain that D is a projective
stack.
Our strategy consists in proving that the family CX of torsion-free sheaves onX whose restriction
to D is isomorphic to a fixed locally free sheaf is contained in the family CX of torsion-free sheaves
on X whose restriction to D is isomorphic to a fixed locally free sheaf. Then, using Proposition 2.30,
the boundedness of the family CX ensures the boundedness of the family CX .
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Lemma 5.3. Let X be a two-dimensional smooth projective irreducible stack with coarse moduli
scheme pi : X → X a normal projective surface and (G,OX(1)) a polarization on it, where G is a
direct sum of powers of a pi-ample locally free sheaf. Fix a one-dimensional integral closed substack
D ⊂ X , whose coarse moduli space D → D is a smooth curve, and a locally free sheaf FD on it.
Let E be a torsion-free sheaf on X such that E|D ' FD . Then FG(E) is a torsion-free sheaf on X
and FG(E)|D ' FG|D (FD) is an isomorphism, where FG|D (FD) is a locally free sheaf on D.
Proof. Let us consider the short exact sequence
0→ E ⊗OX (−D)→ E → i∗(FD)→ 0 .
Since the functor FG is exact, we get
0→ FG(E ⊗ OX (−D))→ FG(E)→ ι∗(FG|D (FD))→ 0 ,
where i : D ↪→X and ι : D ↪→ X are the inclusion morphisms.
By Proposition 2.22, FG(E) (resp. FG|D (FD)) is a torsion-free sheaf on X (resp. D). Since D is a
smooth irreducible projective curve, FG|D (FD) is locally free. Now Supp(E ⊗OX (−D)) is disjoint
fromD , so that, by Corollary 2.23 the support of FG(E ⊗OX (−D)) is disjoint from D as well. Then
FG(E)|D ' FG|D (FD). 
Definition 5.4. An effective irreducible Q-Cartier divisor D in X is a good framing divisor if there
exists aD ∈ N>0 such that aDD is a big and nef Cartier divisor on X (i.e., aDD is a nef Cartier
divisor, and (aDD)2 > 0). 
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a normal irreducible projective surface with rational singularities and H an
effective ample divisor on it. Let D be a good framing divisor in X which contains the singular locus
of X , and FD a locally free sheaf on D. Then for any numerical polynomial P ∈ Q[n] of degree two,
the family C of torsion-free sheaves E on X such that E|D ' FD and P (E) = P is bounded.
Proof. We shall adapt the arguments of [58], Thm. 3.2.4. We want to apply Kleiman’s criterion ([44],
Thm. 1.7.8), so that we need to determine upper bounds for the quantities h0(X,E) and h0(H,E|H),
for any torsion-free sheaf E in the family C .
Let us fix a torsion-free sheaf E on X such that E|D ' FD and P (E) = P. Consider the short
exact sequence
0→ E(−(ν + 1)D)→ E(−νD)→ (E(−νD))|D → 0 .
By induction, we get h0(X,E) ≤ h0(X,E(−nD))+∑n−1ν=0 h0(D,FD(−νD)) for all n ≥ 1. Let n =
maD+ t with 0 ≤ t ≤ aD−1, then by [57], Thm. 1.4.37, we have h0(X,E(−nD)) = O(m2). Since
OX(aDD) is big and nef, the line bundle OX(aDD)|D is ample, hence there exists a positive integer
ν0 such that for any ν ≥ ν0 one has h0(D,FD(−νD)|D) = 0. Set K =
∑ν0−1
ν=0 h
0(D,FD(−νD)).
This is independent of E and
h0(X,E) ≤ K .
We want to estimate h0(H,E|H). Since h0(H,E|H) ≤ h0(X,E)+h1(X,E(−H)), we need only
to estimate the quantities on the right-hand-side. First, note that h1(X,E(−H)) = h0(X,E(−H)) +
h2(X,E(−H)) − χ(X,E(−H)). Since the Hilbert polynomial of E is fixed, χ(X,E(−H)) =
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P (−1). Moreover, the restriction of E(−H) to D is the fixed locally free sheaf FD ⊗ OX(−H)|D,
so we can adapt the previous arguments to obtain
h0(X,E(−H))) ≤ L ,
for some positive integer L. Now we just need an estimate of h2(X,E(−H)). Set G = E(−H). By
Serre duality ([39], Thm. III-7.6), H2(X,G) ' Hom(G,ωX)∨, where ωX is the dualizing sheaf of
X . Let pi : Xˆ → X be a resolution of singularities of X . Then we have the map
Hom(G,ωX)
pi∗−→ Hom(pi∗G, pi∗ωX) .
This map is injective. Indeed let ϕ : G → ωX be a morphism such that pi∗ϕ = 0. Since pi is an
isomorphism over Xsm, the sheaf Im (ϕ) is supported on the singular locus sing(X). Since ωX is a
torsion free sheaf of rank one (cf. e.g. [68], Appendix 1), ϕ = 0.
By Kempf’s Theorem ([50], Ch. I.3) we have pi∗ωXˆ ' ωX , hence a morphism pi∗ωX → ωXˆ , and
maps
Hom(G,ωX)→ Hom(pi∗G, pi∗ωX)→ Hom(pi∗G,ωXˆ) .
The kernel of the composition f : Hom(G,ωX) → Hom(pi∗G,ωXˆ) lies in Hom(pi∗G,T ), where T
is the torsion of pi∗ωX . Since the singularities of X are in D, the group Hom(pi∗G,T ) injects into
Hom(pi∗G|Dˆ, T|Dˆ), where Dˆ = pi
−1(D). The dimension M of the latter group does not depend on
E since pi∗G|Dˆ ' pi∗(FD ⊗ OX(−H)|D). Thus dim ker f ≤ dim Hom(pi∗G,T ) ≤ M for some
positive integer M .
Note that pi∗G is torsion-free since G is locally free in a neighbourhood of D, and D contains the
singular locus of X . Consider the exact sequence
0→ pi∗G→ (pi∗G)∨∨ → Q→ 0 ,
where the support of Q is zero-dimensional.
By applying the functor Hom(·, ωXˆ) one gets Hom(pi∗G,ωXˆ) ' Hom((pi∗G)∨∨, ωXˆ). The dual
(pi∗G)∨ is locally free, so that
dim Hom((pi∗G)∨∨, ωXˆ) = dim Hom(OXˆ , (pi∗G)∨ ⊗ ωXˆ) = h0((pi∗G)∨ ⊗ ωXˆ) .
Moreover, Dˆ is a good framing divisor, since it is a pullback by a birational morphism, and the sheaf(
pi∗(G)∨ ⊗ ωXˆ
)
|Dˆ is a fixed locally free sheaf on Dˆ, so that we can use the same argument as before,
and obtain
dim Hom((pi∗G)∨∨, ωXˆ) ≤ N
for some constant N > 0. Then the dimension of the image of f is bounded by N . Therefore,
h2(X,E(−H)) = dim Hom(E(−H), ωX) ≤M +N . Thus
h0(H,E|H) ≤ h0(X,E) + h1(X,E(−H)) ≤ K + L+M +N − P (−1) =: K ′.
Thus by Kleiman’s criterion, the family C is bounded. 
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a two-dimensional smooth projective irreducible stack with coarse moduli
scheme pi : X → X a normal projective surface and (G,OX(1)) a polarization on it, where G
is a direct sum of powers of a pi-ample locally free sheaf. Fix a one-dimensional integral closed
substack D ⊂ X and a locally free sheaf FD on it. Assume that the coarse moduli space D → D
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of D is a smooth curve containing the singular locus of X and is a good framing divisor. For any
numerical polynomial P ∈ Q[n] of degree two, the family CX of torsion-free sheaves E on X such
that E|D ' FD and PG(E) = P is bounded.
Proof. By Proposition 2.30, CX is bounded if and only if the family of torsion-free sheaves FG(E)
on X such that FG(E)|D ' FG|D (FD) and P (FG(E)) = P is bounded. This is a subfamily of the
family CX of torsion-free sheaves E on X with Hilbert polynomial P such that E|D ' FG|D (FD).
This latter family is bounded by Theorem 5.5. 
5.2. Stability of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves. In this section we shall show that any (D ,FD)-framed
sheaf onX is µ-stable (according to Definition 4.18) with respect to a suitable choice of an effective
ample divisor on X and of the parameter δ1. From now on, we assume thatX is an orbifold and D is
smooth. As in the previous section, we assume that the coarse moduli spaceD → D ofD is a smooth
curve and a good framing divisor.
Since D ∩ Xsm is an irreducible effective Cartier divisor, where Xsm is the smooth locus of X ,
there exists a unique positive integer aD such that pi−1(D ∩ Xsm) = aD(D ∩ pi−1(Xsm)). Then
pi−1(aDD ∩Xsm) = aDaD(D ∩ pi−1(Xsm)). Since X is normal, codim(X \Xsm) ≥ 2; moreover,
since pi is a codimension preserving morphism (cf. [31], Rem. 4.3), also codim(pi−1(X \Xsm)) is at
least two and therefore
pi∗OX(aDD) ' OX (D)aDaD . (7)
This isomorphism will be useful later on.
Definition 5.7. Let X be an orbifold and D a smooth integral closed substack of X such that
D := pi(D) is a good framing divisor. A good framing sheaf on D is a locally free sheaf FD for
which there exists a real positive number A0, with
0 ≤ A0 < 1
ork(FD)
∫ et
X
cet1 (OX (D)) · cet1 (OX (D)) =
1
ork(FD)
(aDD)
2
a2Dk
2
D
,
where kD is the order of the stabilizer of a generic geometric point ofD , such that for any locally free
subsheaf F ′ of FD we have
1
ork(F ′)
∫ et
D
cet1 (F ′) ≤
1
ork(FD)
∫ et
D
cet1 (FD) +A0 .

Remark 5.8. Note that if FD is a line bundle on D , trivially it is a good framing sheaf. Moreover a
direct sum of line bundles Li such that the value of∫ et
D
cet1 (Li)
is the same for all i is a good framing sheaf. 4
Let H be an ample divisor on X; then Hn = H +naDD is ample for any positive integer n. Let G
be a generating sheaf onX . In the following we would like to compare the degree of a coherent sheaf
E on X with respect to the polarizations (G,OX(H)) and (G,OX(Hn)). To avoid confusion, we
shall write explicitly what polarization we use to compute the coefficients of the Hilbert polynomial.
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Remark 5.9. Since X is smooth, to compute the degree of a coherent sheaf on X we can use the
To¨en-Riemann-Roch theorem [71, 72]. Let E be a coherent sheaf onX . Then the theorem states that
the Euler characteristic χ(E) of E is equal to
χ(E) =
∫ rep
X
chrep(E)tdrep(X ) .
The computation on the right-hand side is done not over X but over its inertia stack I(X ): indeed,∫ rep
X denotes the pushforward p∗ : H
•
rep(X ) := H
•
et(I(X ))→ H•et(Spec(k)) ' Q of the morphism
p : I(X )→ Spec(k). As explained in [16], Sect. 3, there is a decomposition
H•rep(X ) = H
•
et(I(X )) ∼= H•et(X )⊕H•et(I(X ) \X ) . (8)
For any class α ∈ H•rep(X ) we denote by α = α1 +α6=1 the corresponding decomposition. chrep(E)
is the e´tale Chern character of the decomposition of the K-theory class σ∗[E ] with respect to the
automorphism groups of the points ofX (cf. [16], Sect. C.3.2), where σ : I(X )→X is the forgetful
morphism. In particular, [chrep(E)]1 = chet(E) by [16], Lemma C.2. The definition of tdrep(X ) is
more involved, but in the following we will use only the fact that [tdrep(X )]1 is the usual Todd class
tdet(X ) in H•et(X ). 4
Now we introduce the following condition on G:
Condition 5.10. The number∫ et
I(X )\X
[(
chrep(E)− chrep(O⊕ork(E)X )
)
chrep(G∨)crep1 (pi∗L)tdrep(X )
]
6=1
is zero for all coherent sheaves E onX and all ample line bundles L on X .
Remark 5.11. Recall thatX is an orbifold, i.e., I(X ) has exactly one two-dimensional component,
which isX itself. We point out that if I(X ) \X has no one-dimensional components, the previous
condition is trivially satisfied. If I(X )\X has one-dimensional components, the previous condition
can be restated by saying that the zero degree part of(
chrep(E)− chrep(O⊕rk(E)X )
)
chrep(G∨)
is zero over the one-dimensional component of I(X ) \X for any coherent sheaf E onX . 4
Lemma 5.12. LetX be a two-dimensional projective irreducible orbifold with coarse moduli scheme
pi : X → X a normal projective surface and G a generating sheaf for it. Assume that condition 5.10
holds. Fix a one-dimensional smooth integral closed substack D ⊂ X , whose coarse moduli space
D → D is a smooth curve and a good framing divisor. Let H be an ample divisor on X and set
Hn = H + naDD for any positive integer n. Then for any coherent sheaf E we have
degG,Hn(E) = degG,H(E) + naD aD ork(G)
∫ et
D
cet1 (E|D) .
Proof. By the To¨en-Riemann-Roch theorem the degree of E with respect to the polarization (G,OX(Hn))
is
degG,Hn(E) =
∫ rep
X
(
chrep(E)− chrep(O⊕ork(E)X )
)
chrep(G∨)crep1 (pi∗OX(Hn))tdrep(X ) .
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Using the decomposition (8) and condition 5.10, we obtain
degG,Hn(E) =
∫ et
X
[(
chrep(E)− chrep(O⊕ork(E)X )
)
chrep(G∨)crep1 (pi∗OX(Hn))tdrep(X )
]
1
.
By [16], Lemma C.2 and the identity cet1 (pi
∗OX(Hn)) = pi∗cet1 (OX(Hn)), we have
degG,Hn(E) =
∫ et
X
(
chet(E)− chet(O⊕ork(E)X )
)
chet(G∨)pi∗cet1 (OX(Hn))tdet(X ) .
Since the zero degree part of chet(E) is ork(E), the degree becomes
degG,Hn(E) = ork(G)
∫ et
X
cet1 (E)pi∗cet1 (OX(Hn)) .
Moreover cet1 (OX(Hn)) = cet1 (OX(H)) + ncet1 (OX(aDD)), so that we have
degG,Hn(E) = degG,H(E) + ork(G)
∫
X
cet1 (E)pi∗cet1 (OX(naDD)) .
By Formula (7) we get∫
X
cet1 (E)pi∗cet1 (OX(aDD)) = aD aD
∫
X
cet1 (E)cet1 (OX (D)) = aD aD
∫
D
cet1 (E|D) .
Thus we obtain the assertion. 
By using similar computations as before, we get also the following result.
Lemma 5.13. Under the same hypotheses of Lemma 5.12 we have
degG,Hn(E ⊗ OX (D)) = degG,Hn(E) + ork(E) degG,Hn(OX (D)) .
Theorem 5.14. Let X be a two-dimensional projective irreducible orbifold with coarse moduli
scheme pi : X → X a normal projective surface and G a generating sheaf given as direct sum of
powers of a pi-ample locally free sheaf. Assume that condition 5.10 holds. Fix a one-dimensional
smooth integral closed substack D ⊂ X , whose coarse moduli space D → D is a smooth curve
containing the singular locus of X and a good framing divisor. Let FD be a good framing sheaf on
D . For any numerical polynomial P ∈ Q[n] of degree two, there exist an effective ample divisor C
on X and a positive rational number δ1 such that all the (D ,FD)-framed sheaves onX with Hilbert
polynomial P are µ-stable with respect to δ1 and the polarization (G,OX(C)).
Proof. LetH be an effective ample divisor onX and let n be a positive integer. SetHn = H+naDD.
From now on, we shall use the polarizations (G, H) and (G, Hn) onX .
Let us fix a numerical polynomial P of degree two. The family of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves E =
(E , φE) with Hilbert polynomial P onX is bounded by Theorem 5.6. Then by the stacky version of
Grothendieck Lemma (cf. [65], Lemma 4.13) and the Equation (3), there exists a nonnegative constant
A1, depending only on FD , P , H , such that for any (D ,FD)-framed sheaf E = (E , φE) with Hilbert
polynomial P onX and for any nonzero subsheaf E ′ ⊂ E
µG,H(E ′) < µG,H(E) +A1 .
Now we should check that there exists n such that the range of positive rational numbers δ1, for which
all the (D ,FD)-framed sheaves with Hilbert polynomial P onX are µ-stable with respect to δ1 and
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the polarization (G, Hn), is nonempty. By using the same arguments as in the proof of the analogous
theorem for framed sheaves on smooth projective surfaces ([18], Thm. 3.1) to study the µ-stability
condition (in particular Lemma 5.2 is used in an essential way to compare the degree of a saturated
subsheaf of E with the degree of its restriction to D), this range of positive rational numbers δ1 is
nonempty if
n > max
 rA1 −
ork(G)(aDD)·H
aDkD
aD aD ork(G)
(
(aDD)2
a2Dk
2
D
− rA0
) , 0
 .

Remark 5.15. When X = X is a smooth projective surface and G ' OX , this proof reduces to the
proof of [18], Thm. 3.1. 4
By Theorems 4.17 and 5.14 we eventually have:
Corollary 5.16. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 5.14, there exists a fine moduli space
MX /k(P0,D ,FD) parameterizing isomorphism classes of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves (E , φE) on X
with Hilbert polynomial P , which is a quasi-projective scheme. Its tangent space at a point [(E , φE)] is
Ext1(E , E(−D)). If Ext2(E , E(−D)) = 0 for all the points [(E , φE)], the moduli space MX /k(P0,D ,
FD) is a smooth quasi-projective variety.
Remark 5.17. Since the moduli space MX /k(P0,D ,FD) is fine, there exists a universal flat family
(E˜ , LE˜ , φE˜) of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves on X parameterized by MX /k(P0,D ,FD). The fact the
framing of a (D ,FD)-framed sheaf is an isomorphism after restricting to D implies that φ˜E˜ : E˜ →
p∗X FD is an isomorphism over MX /k(P0,D ,FD) × D . Moreover, this allows one to dispose of the
homothety in the definition of morphisms of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves, so that the line bundle LE˜ can
be taken trivial. 4
6. (D ,FD)-FRAMED SHEAVES ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTIVE TORIC ORBIFOLDS
In this section we apply the theory of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves developed in the previous section
to the case of toric orbifolds. Let pican : X can → X be the canonical toric orbifold of a normal
projective toric surface X and D˜ ⊂ X can a smooth divisor whose coarse moduli scheme D is
a torus-invariant rational curve in X containing the singular locus of X . By performing a k-root
construction onX can along D˜ we obtain a two-dimensional projective toric orbifoldX , with coarse
moduli scheme X , endowed with a smooth divisorD which is a µk-gerbe over D˜ . We shall show that
if D is a good framing divisor and OX can(D˜) is a pican-ample line bundle, Theorem 5.14 holds for
any choice of a good framing sheaf FD on D ; hence for any numerical polynomial P of degree two,
there exists a fine moduli space parameterizing isomorphism classes of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves on
X with Hilbert polynomial P .
Our main reference for the theory of root stacks is [23] (cf. also [2], Appendix B); for the theory of
toric stacks is [31] (see also [14] for a combinatorial approach to the topic based on stacky fans). For
the theory of toric varieties, see [25].
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In the following, we set k = C.
6.1. Root stack compactification of a smooth open toric surface. Let X be a normal projective
toric surface, acted on by a torus C∗ × C∗, and let Σ be its fan in (N2)Q, where N2 is the lattice of
one-parameter subgroups of C∗×C∗. Since X is projective, the rays of Σ generate (N2)Q. Let n+ 2
be the number of rays of Σ for some positive integer n. By the orbit-cone correspondence there exist
n+ 2 torus-invariant rational curves D0, . . . , Dn+1. We shall use also the letter D to denote the curve
Dn+1.
The singular points of X are necessarily torus-invariant, and, by the normality assumption, the
singular locus sing(X) is zero-dimensional, i.e., sing(X) consists of a finite number of torus-fixed
points. We assume that sing(X) is contained inside D. Then sing(X) consists at most of the two
torus-fixed points of D, which we shall denote by 0,∞. Moreover, the complementary set X0 :=
X \D is a smooth quasi-projective toric surface. Let us assume that the intersection point of D0 and
D is 0 and the intersection point of Dn and D is∞.
Let pican : X can → X be the canonical toric orbifold of X with Deligne-Mumford torus1 C∗×C∗
(cf. [31], Sect. 4). Since pican is an isomorphism over Xsm, the “orbifold” structure of X can lies
(at most) at the stacky points p˜0 := (pican)−1(0)red and p˜∞ := (pican)−1(∞)red. So we have that
D˜i ' Di for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and D˜j is an orbifold for j = 0, n, n + 1. Since the coarse moduli
scheme of D˜j is P1, the stack D˜j is a so-called spherical orbicurve (cf. [10], Sect. 5) for j = 0, n, n+1.
Since the number of orbifold points is at most two, by [10], Prop. 5.5, we have that
D˜0 ' F (a0, 1) , D˜n ' F (a∞, 1) , D˜n+1 ' F (a0, a∞) ,
where we denote byF (p, q) the football with two orbifold points of order p and q respectively, where
p and q are positive integers. A football is a one-dimensional complete orbifold with coarse moduli
scheme P1 and at most two orbifold points. Note thatF (1, 1) ' P1.
A well-known consequence of the construction of the coarse moduli space is the existence for any
geometric point p of X can with image x in X of an e´tale neighbourhood U → X of x such that
U ×X X can is a neighbourhood of p and is a quotient stack of the form [Y/Stab(p)], where Y is
a scheme. In particular, there is an e´tale neighbourhood U of 0 in X such that U ×X X can is an
e´tale neighbourhood of p˜0 and is a quotient stack of the form [V/µa0 ], where V is a smooth variety.
Then U = V/µa0 . So a0 is the order of the singularity of X at 0. Similarly, a∞ is the order of the
singularity of X at∞.
Since all toric footballs are fibred products of root stacks over P1 (cf. [31], Example 7.31), we can
realized them as root stacks
D˜0 ' a0
√
0/P1 , D˜n ' a∞
√
∞/P1 and D˜n+1 ' a0
√
0/P1 ×P1 a∞
√
∞/P1 .
Here for root stacks along effective Cartier divisors we use the notation in [31], Sect. 1.3.b.
1A Deligne-Mumford torus is a product T × [pt/G] where T is a ordinary torus and G a finite abelian group.
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Denote by D˜ the smooth effective Cartier divisor D˜n+1. From now on, assume that the line bundle
OX can(D˜) is pican-ample2.
Remark 6.1. As explained in [31], Rem. 4.12-(2), X can is isomorphic to the global quotient [Z/G],
where G := Hom(A1(X),C∗) and Z = An+2 \ V (JΣ), where JΣ is the so-called irrelevant ideal
of Σ. SinceX can is an orbifold, G is a subgroup of (C∗)n+2 and its rank is n. Moreover, the action
of G on Z is given via the composition of the inclusion map of G into (C∗)n+2 and the standard
action of (C∗)n+2 on An+2. By [31], Cor. 4.13, the divisor D˜ is isomorphic to [(Z ∩ {zn+1 =
0}/G] (the coordinates of Z are z0, . . . , zn+1). Since codimV (JΣ) ≥ 2, the line bundle OX can(D˜)
corresponds to the trivial line bundle on Z with a G-equivariant structure induced by a character of G.
By [31], Rem. 4.14-(2), the character corresponding toOX can(D˜) is χn+1 : G ↪→ (C∗)n+2 pn+1−−−→ C∗
(the coordinates of (C∗)n+2 are λ0, . . . , λn+1). By the ampleness assumption on OX can(D˜) the
composition of the inclusion of µa0 into G and χn+1 is injective and the same holds for µa∞ . We
shall use this fact later on. 4
Let k be a positive integer and denote by X the root stack k
√
D˜/X can. It is a two-dimensional
toric orbifold with Deligne-Mumford torus C∗ × C∗ and with coarse moduli scheme X . By [31],
Prop. 5.1, the structure morphism pi : X → X factorizes as
X X can X ,
pi
ψ pican
Moreover, by [31], Lemma 7.1, X is isomorphic to the global quotient [Z˜/G˜], where Z˜ and G˜ are
defined by the following fibre products
Z˜ A1

Z A1
G˜ C∗

G C∗
.(−)k
zn+1
ϕ
χ˜n+1
(−)k
χn+1
The action of G˜ on Z˜ is given by
(g, λ) · (z, x) := (gz, λx) ,
for any (g, λ) ∈ G˜ and (z, x) ∈ Z˜.
The effective Cartier divisor D := pi−1(D)red is an e´tale µk-gerbe over D˜ . As a global quotient D
is the stack [Z ∩{zn+1 = 0}/G˜], where the G˜-action is given via ϕ, and kerϕ = {(1, λ) |λk = 1} '
µk. Moreover, the line bundle OX (D) corresponds to the morphismX → [A1/Gm] and then to the
character χ˜n+1.
2At the moment we do not know how strong this constraint is. On the other hand, if X is smooth, X can coincides
with X and the assumption is automatically satisfied. Moreover, the canonical toric stacks constructed in [20] satisfy this
assumption.
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Now we check if the hypotheses of Theorem 5.14 hold for the pair (X ,D). The first thing we
shall prove is that the line bundle OX (D) is pi-ample. Since D˜ is the rigidification of D with respect
to µk (cf. [31], Sect. 6.3), the stabilizer group of a geometric point p of D is an extension
1→ kerϕ→ Stab(p)→ Stab(p˜)→ 1 ,
where p˜ := ψ(p) ∈ D˜ . In particular, if p˜ is not p˜0 or p˜∞, the stabilizer group of p is kerϕ. Since
the character (χ˜n+1)| kerϕ is (1, λ) 7→ λ, the representation of the stabilizer group at the fibre of
OX (D) at p is faithful. If p˜ = p˜0, denote by p0 the corresponding geometric point in D . The kernel
of the character (χ˜n+1)|Stab(p0) is the set {(g, 1) | g ∈ Stab(p˜0) and χn+1(g) = 1}. By Remark
6.1, (χn+1)|Stab(p˜0) is injective, and (χ˜n+1)|Stab(p0) is injective as well. Hence the representation of
Stab(p0) on the fibre of OX (D) at the point p0 is faithful. One can argue similarly for the geometric
point p∞ ∈ D such that ψ(p∞) = p˜∞. Thus OX (D) is pi-ample. Therefore,
G := ⊕ri=1OX (D)⊗i
is a generating sheaf for X for any positive integer r ≥ NX , where NX = max{k a0, k a∞}, by
Proposition 2.7. We fix a positive integer a such that r := k a ≥ NX .
Now we check that Condition 5.10 holds. We shall use some arguments of [16], Sect. 4.2.4. The
inertia stack I(X ) ofX has only one two-dimensional component, i.e., the stackX associated with
the trivial stabilizer. The one-dimensional components of I(X ) are ⊔k−1j=1 Dj , where σX (Dj) =
D (here σX : I(X ) → X is the forgetful morphism), hence I(X ) \ X has a nontrivial one-
dimensional component. On the other hand, the one-dimensional component of the inertia stack
I(D) of D is ⊔k−1j=0 I(D)j , where σD(I(D)j) = D for any j = 1, . . . , k − 1 (here σD : I(D)→ D
is the forgetful morphism).
After fixing a primitive k-root of unity ω, the substack I(D)j is associated with the automorphism
induced by the multiplication by ωj for j = 0, . . . , k−1. Thus — roughly speaking — I(D)j consists
of pairs of the form (p, ωj), where p is a point of D . The same argument holds for Dj with j =
1, . . . , k−1. Let us denote by ı : D →X the inclusion morphism and by I(ı) : I(D)\D → I(X )\
X the corresponding inclusion morphism at the level of inertia stacks. Then I(ı)|I(D)j : I(D)j →
Dj is an isomorphism for any j = 1, . . . , k − 1.
x :=
(
chrep(E)− chrep(O⊕ork(E)X )
)
chrep(G∨)crep1 (pi∗L)tdrep(X ) .
Since the integral of x 6=1 is zero over the zero-dimensional components of I(X ) \X , we have∫ et
I(X )\X
x 6=1 =
∫ et
I(D)\D
I(ı)∗(x 6=1) =
∫ et
I(D)\D
[ı∗x]6=1 .
Now, note that
∫ et
D
[ı∗x]1 = 0. Indeed, [I(ı)∗σ∗X c1rep(OX(1))]1 = ı∗pi∗c1et(OX(1)) and the degree
zero part of the difference[
chrep(ı∗E)− chrep(O⊕ork(E)D )
]
1
= chet(FD)− chet(O⊕ork(E)D )
is zero. Thus we get ∫ et
I(D)\D
[ı∗x]6=1 =
∫ rep
D
ı∗x .
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It remains to prove that the last integral is zero. Let us fix j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. By [16], Lemma 4.14,
we have
chrep(G∨|I(D)j ) = chrep(⊕ri=1OX (D)⊗−i|I(D)j ) =
r∑
i=1
ω−ijchet(OX (D)⊗−i|I(D)j ) ,
So the zero degree part of it over I(D)j is∑ri=1 ω−ij . Recall that
1
k
k−1∑
i=0
ωis =
{
0 s 6≡ 0 mod k ,
1 s ≡ 0 mod k .
Thus
r∑
i=1
ω−ij =
a∑
l=1
kl−1∑
i=k(l−1)
ω−ij + ω−rj − 1 =
a∑
l=1
k−1∑
i=0
ω−ij+k(l−1)j + 1− 1 = a
k−1∑
i=0
ω−ij = 0 .
Since the zero degree part of chrep(ı∗E) − chrep(O⊕ork(E)D ) is zero over I(D)0 and the zero degree
part of chrep(G∨|D) is zero over I(D)j for j = 1, . . . , k − 1, the zero degree part of(
chrep(ı∗E)− chrep(O⊕ork(E)D )
)
chrep(G∨|D)
is zero over I(D) and this implies that
∫ rep
D
ı∗x = 0.
Theorem 5.14 implies the following result.
Theorem 6.2. Let X be a normal projective toric surface and D a torus-invariant rational curve
which contains the singular locus sing(X) ofX and is a good framing divisor. Let pican : X can → X
be the canonical toric orbifold of X and D˜ the smooth effective Cartier divisor (pican)−1(D)red.
Assume that the line bundle OX can(D˜) is pican-ample. Let X := k
√
D˜/X can, for some positive
integer k, and D ⊂ X the effective Cartier divisor corresponding to the morphismX → [A1/Gm].
Then for any good framing sheaf FD on D and any numerical polynomial P ∈ Q[n] of degree two,
there exists a fine moduli space parameterizing isomorphism classes of (D ,FD)-framed sheaves on
X with Hilbert polynomial P , which is a quasi-projective scheme over C.
APPENDIX A. A SEMICONTINUITY THEOREM FOR THE HOM GROUP OF FRAMED SHEAVES
In this section we provide a semicontinuity result for framed sheaves on stacks. As usual we need
to start from a semicontinuity result in commutative algebra.
Lemma A.1. Let A be a Noetherian ring. Let L• be a complex of finite generated free A-modules
bounded above. The function
p 7→ dimAp/mp hi(L• ⊗A Ap/mp)
is upper semicontinuous for any i and for any p ∈ Spec(A), where mp is the unique maximal ideal of
the local ring Ap.
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Proof. The proof follows from the same arguments as in the proof of the usual semicontinuity theo-
rem, see e.g. [39], Thm. 12.8. 
Proposition A.2. LetX be a projective stack and F a framing sheaf on it. Let E = (E , LE , φE) and
H = (H, LH, φH) be flat families of framed sheaves onX parameterized by a scheme S of finite type
over k. Assume that (φ˜E)s is zero either for all s ∈ S or for none. Then the function
s 7→ dimk(s) Hom((Es, (φ˜E)s), (Hs, (φ˜H)s))
is upper semicontinuous.
Proof. We combine the arguments of the proofs of [43], Lemma 3.4 and [65], Lemma 6.18: the first
is a semicontinuity theorem for Hom groups of flat families of framed sheaves on smooth projective
varieties, while the second is the semicontinuity theorem for Hom groups of flat families of coherent
sheaves on families of projective stacks.
The problem is local in S so we can shrink S to an affine scheme Spec(A), where A is a k-algebra
of finite type, such that LE and LH are trivial line bundles. SinceX ×S → S is a family of projective
stacks, there exists a locally free resolution
p∗X ×S,X (G)⊕N1 ⊗ p∗X ×S,X pi∗OX(−m1)→
p∗X ×S,X (G)⊕N2 ⊗ p∗X ×S,X pi∗OX(−m2)→ E → 0 ,
where m1,m2 are large enough integers (cf. [39], Cor. II-5.18). Then for any A-module M we have
the following exact sequences
0→ Hom(E ,H⊗AM)→ H0(X × S, Fp∗X×S,X G(H)⊕N2(m2))⊗AM
→ H0(X × S, Fp∗X×S,X G(H)⊕N1(m1))⊗AM ,
0→ Hom(E , p∗X ×S,X F ⊗AM)→ H0(X × S, Fp∗X×S,X G(p∗X ×S,X F)⊕N2(m2))⊗AM
→ H0(X × S, Fp∗X×S,X G(p∗X ×S,X F)⊕N1(m1))⊗AM .
As explained in the proof of [65], Lemma 6.18, since H and p∗X ×S,X F are A-flat, for m1,m2 suffi-
ciently large the A-modules
KiH := H
0(X × S, Fp∗X×S,X G(H)⊕Ni(mi)) ,
KiF := H
0(X × S, Fp∗X×S,X G(p∗X ×S,X F)⊕Ni(mi))
are free for i = 1, 2. Define the complexes (concentrated in degrees zero and one)
K•H : 0→ K2H → K1H → 0 and K•F : 0→ K2F → K1F → 0 .
Then for any A-module M we have
Hom(E ,H⊗AM) ' H0(K•H ⊗AM) and Hom(E , p∗X ×S,X F ⊗AM) ' H0(K•F ⊗AM) .
An element φ ∈ K2F which represents the framing φE defines a homomorphism of complexes φ : A• →
K•F , where A
• is the complex A0 = A and Ai = 0 for i 6= 0. Consider the homomorphism of com-
plexes ψ : K•H ⊕ A• → K•F induced by (φH,−φ) and let Cone(ψ)• be the cone of ψ. Then we have
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the short exact sequence
0→ K•F → Cone(ψ)• → (K•H ⊕A•)[1]→ 0
of bounded complexes of free A-modules. Thus we get the long exact sequence in cohomology
0 = Ext−1(E , p∗X ×S,X F ⊗AM)→ h−1(Cone(ψ)• ⊗AM)→ Hom(E ,H⊗AM)⊕M
→ Hom(E , p∗X ×S,X F ⊗AM)→ · · ·
In particular for any s ∈ S and M = k(s) there is a cartesian diagram
h−1(Cone(ψ)• ⊗ k(s)) k(s)

Hom(E ,H⊗A k(s)) Hom(E , p∗X ×S,X F ⊗A k(s))
·φE
φH◦
Therefore dimk(s) Hom((Es, (φ˜E)s), (Hs, (φ˜H)s)) = dimk(s) h−1(Cone(ψ)•⊗ k(s))− 1 + ((φ˜E)s)
(cf. Remark 3.5). By Lemma A.1, the function s 7→ dimk(s) h−1(Cone(ψ)• ⊗ k(s)) is upper semi-
continuous. Since (φ˜E)s is zero either for all s ∈ S or for none, the function
s 7→ dimk(s) Hom((Es, (φ˜E)s), (Hs, (φ˜H)s))
is upper semicontinuous as well. 
APPENDIX B. SERRE DUALITY FOR SMOOTH PROJECTIVE STACKS
In this section we prove Serre duality theorems for coherent sheaves on smooth projective stacks.
Since these results are only sketched in Nironi’s papers [65, 66], we give here a more complete treat-
ment. First, we recall two results from [66], Thm. 1.16 and Cor. 2.10. Then we prove Serre duality
for Deligne-Mumford stacks.
Proposition B.1. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of separated Deligne-Mumford stacks of
finite type over k. The functor Rf∗ : D+(X )→ D+(Y ) has a right adjoint f ! : D+(Y )→ D+(X ).
Moreover, for E• ∈ D+c (X ) and F• ∈ D+(Y ) the natural morphism
Rf∗RHomX (E•, f !F•)→ RHomY (Rf∗E•,Rf∗f !F•)
trf−−→ RHomY (Rf∗E•,F•) (9)
is an isomorphism.
Theorem B.2. (Serre duality - I) Let p : X → Spec(k) be a proper Cohen-Macaulay Deligne-
Mumford stack of pure dimension d. For any coherent sheaf E onX one has
H i(X , E)∨ ' Extd−i(E , ωX ) ,
where ωX is the dualizing sheaf ofX .
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Proof. By [66], Cor. 2.30, p!OSpec(k) is isomorphic to the complex ωX [d], where ωX is the dualizing
sheaf ofX . Let E be a coherent sheaf onX . By applying the Formula (9) to the coherent sheaves E
and OSpec(k) (regarded in the derived category as complexes concentrated in degree zero), we obtain
Rp∗RHomX (E , ωX [d]) ∼−→ RHomSpec(k)(Rp∗E ,OSpec(k)) ' RΓ(X , E)∨ .
By taking cohomology, we get for any i ≥ 0
HomD(X )(E , ωX [d− i]) ' H i(X , E)∨ .
Since the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X has enough injectives ([66], Prop. 1.13), we get
Extd−i(E , ωX ) ' HomD(X )(E , ωX [d− i]), and therefore we obtain the desired result. 
Now we would like to prove a Serre duality theorem for Ext groups. We readapt the proof of
the analogous theorem in the case of coherent sheaves on proper Gorenstein varieties (cf. [7], Ap-
pendix C). From now on, we assume that X is a smooth projective stack of dimension d, so that
it is of the form [Z/G] with Z a smooth quasi-projective variety (cf. Remark 2.17). Recall that any
G-equivariant coherent sheaf on Z admits a finite resolution consisting of G-equivariant locally free
sheaves of finite rank ([24], Prop. 5.1.28). Then we get the following result.
Lemma B.3. A coherent sheaf onX admits a finite resolution by locally free sheaves of finite rank.
Before proving Serre duality theorem for Ext group we need some technical results about the rela-
tion between the derived dual (·)∗ of a coherent sheaf and the tensor product L⊗ in the derived category
of X . The techniques we shall use are similar to those in the proofs of [7], Prop. A.86, Prop. A.87
and Cor. A.88.
Lemma B.4. Let E , F and G be coherent sheaves onX . There is a functorial isomorphism
RHom•X (E ,F)
L⊗ G ' RHom•X (E ,F
L⊗ G)
in the derived category.
Proof. Let E• → E and G• → G be finite resolutions of E and G, respectively, consisting of locally
free sheaves of finite rank. There is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
Hom•X (E•,F)⊗ G• ' Hom•X (E•,F ⊗ G•) .
Let F → F• be an injective resolution of F . Then J • = F• ⊗ G• is injective and quasi-isomorphic
to F ⊗ G•. There is an induced quasi-isomorphism
Hom•X (E•,F•)⊗ G• → Hom•X (E•,J •) ,
which yields in derived category the required isomorphism. 
Lemma B.5. Let E , F be coherent sheaves onX andM• a finite complex of locally free sheaves of
finite rank. Then
RHom•X (E
L⊗M•,F) ' RHom•X (E ,RHom•X (M•,F)) . (10)
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Proof. Let I• be an injective resolution of F . There is an isomorphism of complexes
Hom•X (E ⊗M•, I•) ' Hom•X (E ,Hom•X (M•, I•)) . (11)
The left-hand side produces in derived category the object RHom•X (E
L⊗ M•,F). To deal with the
right-hand side, we note that since M• is flat and I• is injective, the complex Hom•X (M•, I•) is
injective (and is quasi-isomorphic to RHom•X (M•,F)). Therefore the right-hand side of eq. (11) in
derived category yields RHom•X (E ,RHom•X (M•,F)). 
Proposition B.6. Let E , F and G coherent sheaves on X . Then in the derived category of X there
are functorial isomorphisms
HomD(X )(E
L⊗ G∗•,F) ' HomD(X )(E ,F
L⊗ G) ,
HomD(X )(E
L⊗ G,F) ' HomD(X )(E ,F
L⊗ G∗•) ,
where G∗• denotes the derived dual RHom•X (G,OX ) of G.
Proof. Since G admits a finite resolution consisting of finite rank locally free sheaves, its derived dual
G∗• is isomorphic, in the derived category of X , to a finite complex consisting of finite rank locally
free sheaves. By Lemma B.4, we get
G∗• L⊗ F ' RHomX (G,F) .
By eq. (10), we have
RHom•X (E
L⊗ G∗•,F) ' RHom•X (E ,RHom•X (G∗•,F))
' RHom•X (E ,F
L⊗ G) .
By taking cohomology, we obtain
HomD(X )(E
L⊗ G∗•,F) ' HomD(X )(E ,F
L⊗ G) .
Similarly, we get the second formula of the statement. 
Theorem B.7. (Serre duality - II) Let p : X → Spec(k) be a smooth projective stack of pure dimen-
sion d. Let E and F be coherent sheaves onX . Then
Exti(E ,G) ' Extd−i(G, E ⊗ ωX )∨ ,
where ωX is the canonical line bundle ofX .
Proof. By [66], Thm. 2.22, the dualizing sheaf of X is the canonical line bundle ωX . By applying
the Formula (9) to the complexes E∗• L⊗ G and OSpec(k) we get
Rp∗RHomX (E∗•
L⊗ G, ωX [d]) ' RΓ(X , E∗•
L⊗ G)∨ .
By taking cohomology and by Proposition B.6, we obtain
HomD(X )(E∗•
L⊗ G, ωX [d]) ' HomD(X )(G, E
L⊗ ωX [d])
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in the left-hand-side, and
H0(RΓ(X , E∗• L⊗ G))∨ ' HomD(X )(E ,G)∨
in the right-hand side. Therefore
Exti(E ,G) ' HomD(X )(E ,G[i]) ' HomD(X )(G, E
L⊗ ωX [d− i])∨
' Extd−i(G, E ⊗ ωX )∨ .

APPENDIX C. THE DUAL OF A COHERENT SHEAF ON A SMOOTH PROJECTIVE STACK
In this section we introduce in the case of stacks the notion of dual of a coherent sheaf as given
in [44], and some of its properties. This definition works well also with sheaves of nonmaximal
dimension. In [65] Nironi states without proofs the results we describe here.
Let X be a smooth projective stack of dimension d and pi : X → X its coarse moduli scheme.
Denote by ωX the canonical line bundle of X and fix a polarization (G,OX(1)) on X . Since X
is a smooth projective stack, for any e´tale presentation (U, u) of X , the scheme U is a smooth and
separated of finite type over k, i.e., it is a smooth variety.
Let E be a coherent sheaf of dimension n onX . The codimension of E is by definition c = d− n.
We say that E satisfies the generalized Serre condition Sk,c for k ≥ 0 if for all e´tale presentations
(U, u) ofX and for all points x ∈ supp(EU,u) the conditions
Sk,c : depth((EU,u)x) ≥ min{k, dim(OU,x)− c}
hold. The condition S0,c is always satisfied. S1,c is equivalent to the purity of EU,u for all e´tale
presentations (U, u) ofX (cf. [44], Sect. 1), hence it is equivalent to the purity of E by Remark 2.19.
Proposition C.1. Let E be a coherent sheaf of dimension n and codimension c = d− n.
(i) The coherent sheaves ExtqX (E , ωX ) are supported on supp(E) and ExtqX (E , ωX ) = 0 for
all q < c.
(ii) codim(ExtcX (E , ωX )) ≥ c. Moreover, the sheaf E satisfies the condition Sk,c if and only if
codim(ExtqX (E , ωX )) ≥ q + k for all q > c.
Proof. The first statement in (i) is trivial. For the second, by [66], Lemma 2.28, one can choose an
integer m large enough to ensure that
H0(X , ExtqX (E ⊗ G ⊗ pi∗(OX(−m)), ωX )) ' Extq(E ⊗ G ⊗ pi∗(OX(−m)), ωX ) .
By Serre’s duality (Theorem B.2) we have
Extq(E ⊗ G ⊗ pi∗(OX(−m)), ωX ) ' Hd−q(X , E ⊗ G ⊗ pi∗(OX(−m)))
' Hd−q(X,pi∗(E ⊗ G)⊗OX(−m)) .
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The coherent sheaf pi∗(E ⊗ G) ⊗ OX(−m) ha dimension less or equal than n. Thus for q < c, the
cohomology group H0(X , ExtqX (E ⊗ G ⊗ pi∗(OX(−m)), ωX )) vanishes. Since
H0(X , ExtqX (E ⊗ G ⊗ pi∗(OX(−m)), ωX )) '
H0(X , ExtqX (E , ωX )⊗ G∨ ⊗ pi∗(OX(m))) ' H0(X,FG(ExtqX (E , ωX ))⊗OX(m)) ,
also H0(X,FG(ExtqX (E , ωX )) ⊗ OX(m)) = 0 for q < c and, by choosing m sufficiently large,
FG(ExtqX (E , ωX )) = 0 for q < c. By Lemma 2.21, ExtqX (E , ωX ) = 0 for q < c as well.
The statements in (ii) can be proved by resorting to e´tale presentations of X and using the same
arguments as in [44], Prop. 1.1.6; indeed, for any e´tale presentation (U, u) of X , the representative
of ExtqX (E , ωX ) on U is ExtqU (EU,u, ωU ), where ωU is the canonical line bundle of U . 
Definition C.2. Let E be a coherent sheaf of dimension n and c = d − n its codimension. The dual
sheaf of E is defined as ED := ExtcX (E , ωX ). 
If c = 0, then ED ' E∨ ⊗ ωX , where E∨ isHom(E ,OX ).
Remark C.3. If the stack X is not smooth we could think of studying the dual sheaf by choosing a
closed embedding i : X →P in a smooth projective stackP and using i∗(E)D = ExteP(i∗(E), ωP)
where e is the codimension of i∗(E) inP . This is reasonable because of [65], Lemma 6.8: letX be
a smooth projective stack and i : X → P a closed embedding in a smooth projective stack P . Let
c be the codimension of E in X and e the codimension of i∗(E) in P . Then i∗(ExtcX (E , ωX )) '
ExteP(i∗(E), ωP). 4
By the same arguments as in [44], Lemma 1.1.8, one has:
Lemma C.4. There is a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = ExtpX (Ext−qX (E , ωX ), ωX )→ E .
In particular, there is a natural morphism θE : E → Ec,−c2 = EDD.
Definition C.5. A coherent sheaf E of codimension c is called reflexive if θE is an isomorphism. 
By using Proposition C.1 and the same arguments of the proof of [44], Prop. 1.1.10, one can prove
the following:
Proposition C.6. Let X be a smooth projective stack of dimension d and E a coherent sheaf of
codimension c. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) E is pure,
2) codim(ExtqX (E , ωX )) ≥ q + 1 for q > c,
3) E satisfies S1,c,
4) θE is injective.
Similarly, the following conditions are equivalent:
1’) E is reflexive,
2’) E is the dual of a coherent sheaf of codimension c,
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3’) codim(ExtqX (E , ωX )) ≥ q + 2 for q > c,
4’) E satisfies S2,c.
Example C.7. LetX be a two-dimensional smooth projective stack and E a reflexive sheaf of dimen-
sion two onX . By Proposition C.6 for any q > 0 the coherent sheaf ExtqX (E ,OX ) is zero. Thus for
any q > 0 the coherent sheaf ExtqX (E ,OX )U,u = ExtqU (EU,u,OU ) vanishes for any e´tale presenta-
tion (U, u) of X , so that the homological dimension of EU,u is zero, and EU,u is a locally free sheaf.
Therefore E is locally free. If E is not reflexive, but only torsion-free, by Proposition C.6 the coherent
sheaf Ext1X (E ,OX ) has dimension zero and Ext2X (E ,OX ) = 0. Now, if ϕ : H → E is a surjective
morphism, and H locally free, it turns out that that Ext1X (ker(ϕ),OX ) = Ext2X (ker(ϕ),OX ) = 0,
so that ker(ϕ) is locally free. As a consequence, the saturated subsheaf of any locally free sheaf on
X is locally free. 4
APPENDIX D. AN EXAMPLE: FRAMED SHEAVES ON STACKY HIRZEBRUCH SURFACES
by Mattia Pedrini
In this Appendix theory developed in this paper is used to give a mathematically rigorous founda-
tion to the ideas and the results in [21]. In that paper the authors argued that their results about the
structure and the Poincare´ polynomial of the moduli spaces of framed sheaves on Hirzebruch surfaces
Fp made sense in a more general setting, namely, they noticed that their framed sheaves (E , φE) were
allowed to have “fractionary” first Chern class, i.e., c1(E) = mp C, where C is the exceptional curve
in Fp. They also argued that this came from some hidden “stacky” structure.
The ground field in this Appendix will be the complex field C. We follow the procedure described
in Section 6 to construct a stacky compactification Xp of the total space Tot(OP1(−p)), which will
be called the p-th stacky Hirzebruch surface. This turns out to be a toric orbifold with Deligne-
Mumford torus C∗ × C∗ and with coarse moduli scheme Fp. The stack Xp is obtained by adding to
Tot(OP1(−p)) a trivial gerbe D∞ = P1 × [pt/µp]; this provides a rigorous construction of the stack
Xp in [21]. We use the results in [31, 23, 14, 47] to study the geometry of this orbifold, obtaining a
full proof of Lemma 4.1 in [21]. In particular, we introduce a tautological class ω which plays the
role of −1pC in [21], and so gives a formal justification to the “fractionary” first Chern classes of the
framed sheaves.
In fact, after choosing a good framing sheaf F ~w∞ on D∞, we use Theorem 6.2 to construct moduli
spaces of (D∞,F ~w∞ )-framed sheaves on Xp, with fixed rank and discriminant and fixed first Chern
class which is an integer multiple of ω. The study of these moduli spaces allows us to give rigorous
proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 of [21] in the stacky case, namely, that the moduli spaces are smooth
quasi-projective varieties, and the classification of their torus-fixed points.
Our notation somehow differs from that of [21], for example, we denote by E, instead of C, the
exceptional curve in Fp, and by D∞ instead of C∞ the divisor at infinity.
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D.1. The root toric stack over Fp. Let N ∼= Z2 be the lattice of 1-parameter subgroups of the
2-dimensional torus Tt := (C∗)2. Fix a Z-basis {e1, e2} of N . Let p ∈ N and define the vectors
v0 := e2, v1 := e1, v2 := pe1 − e2 and v∞ := −e1. Define the fan Σp ⊂ NQ := N ⊗Z Q given by
Σp(0) := {{0}} ,
Σp(1) := {ρi := Cone(vi)|i = 0, 1, 2,∞} ,
Σp(2) := {σi := Cone(vi−1, vi)|i = 1, 2} ∪ {σ∞,2 := Cone(v2, v∞), σ∞,0 := Cone(v∞, v0)} .
The fan Σp defines the p-th Hirzebruch surface Fp, which is a smooth projective toric surface, and is
a projective compactification of the total space of the line bundleOP1(−p) over P1. By the orbit-cone
correspondence ([25], Thm. 3.2.6) the rays ρ0, ρ2 correspond to the fibres F1, F2 with respect to the
natural projection Fp → P1, ρ1 corresponds to the exceptional curve E and ρ∞ corresponds to the
divisor at infinity D∞ such that Fp = Tot(OP1(−p)) ∪D∞ (cf. also [9], Chp. IV). The Picard group
Pic(Fp) is freely generated over Z by F1 and E, with the conditions F1 = F2 and D∞ = E + pF1.
The intersection product is determined by F 21 = 0, E · F1 = 1, E2 = −p.
We define the stack Xp := p
√
D∞/Fp obtained performing a p-th root construction along the
divisor D∞ and call it p-th stacky Hirzebruch surface. By [31], Thm. 5.2, Xp is a two-dimensional
toric orbifold with Deligne-Mumford torus Tt and with coarse moduli scheme pip : Xp → Fp. Its
stacky fan is Σp := (N,Σp, β) where the map β : Z4 → N is given by {v0, v1, v2, pv∞}.
By computing the Gale dual3 of the map β : Z4 → N we have the quotient stack description ofXp
as [ZΣp/GΣp ], where ZΣp ⊂ C4 is the union over the cones σ ∈ Σp(2) of the open subsets
Zσ := {x ∈ C4|xi 6= 0 if ρi /∈ σ} ⊂ C4 .
The group GΣp is
GΣp := HomZ(DG(β),C∗) ,
where DG(β) is the cokernel of the map β∗ : Z2 → Z4, dual to the map β. Thus DG(β) ' Z2. By
applying HomZ(·,C∗) to the quotient map β∨ : Z4 → DG(β) ' Z2, we obtain an injective group
morphism iGΣp : GΣp → (C∗)4. By composing iGΣp with the standard action of (C∗)4 on C4, we
obtain the action of GΣp ' (C∗)2 on ZΣp ⊂ C4:
(t1, t2) · (z1, z2, z3, z4) = (tp1 t−p2 z1, t2 z2, t1z3, t2z4)
for any (t1, t2) ∈ GΣp and (z1, z2, z3, z4) ∈ ZΣp .
Define the 1-dimensional integral closed substacks
Fi := pi
−1
p (Fi)red , E := pi
−1
p (E)red , D∞ := pi
−1
p (D∞)red ,
for i = 1, 2. These are Cartier and Tt-invariant. In addition, they are the irreducible component of
the simple normal crossing divisor Xp \ Tt (cf. [31], Cor. 5.4). By [31], Remark 7.19, Pic(Xp) is
isomorphic to DG(β) ' Z2 and, by the computation of the Gale dual of β, it is generated byF1,D∞,
3We refer to [14], Sect. 2, for an introduction to Gale duality.
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with the relationsF1 = F2, E = pD∞ − pF1. In addition, we have (cf. [23], Sect. 3.1)
pi∗pOFp(Fi) ' OXp(Fi) ,
pi∗pOFp(E) ' OXp(E ) ,
pi∗pOFp(D∞) ' OXp(pD∞) .
Characterization of D∞. The divisor D∞ is by construction (cf. [23], Example 2.4.3) isomor-
phic to the root stack p
√
OFp(D∞)|D∞/D∞. By [31], Thm. 6.25, D∞ is a smooth toric Deligne-
Mumford stack with Deligne-Mumford torus Tt× [pt/µp] and with coarse moduli scheme rp : D∞ →
D∞ ' P1 and is an essentially trivial4 gerbe with banding group µp over its rigidification, which
is D∞. Since OFp(D∞)|D∞ ' OP1(p), D∞ is actually a trivial gerbe, indeed by [31], Rmk. 6.4,
p
√
OFp(D∞)|D∞/D∞ ' p
√OP1(p)/P1 ' p√OP1/P1 and the latter is the trivial µp-gerbe P1×[pt/µp]
over D∞ ' P1.
The stacky fan of D∞ is Σp/ρ∞ := (N(ρ∞),Σp/ρ∞, β(ρ∞)), where N(ρ∞) := N/pZv∞ '
Z⊕Zp, the quotient fan Σp/ρ∞ ⊂ N(ρ∞)Q ' Q is given by the images of v0, v2 in N(ρ∞)Q, so it is
Σp/ρ∞(0) = {{0}} ,
Σp/ρ∞(1) = {Cone(1),Cone(−1)} .
The map β(ρ∞) is given by the images of v0, v2 in N(ρ∞) ' Z⊕ Zp, and so it is represented by the
matrix (
1 −1
0 0
)
.
The computation of the Gale dual of the map β(ρ∞) gives the quotient representation D∞ '
[C2 \ {0}/C∗ × µp], with the action given by (t, ω) · (z1, z2) = (t z1, t z2). Moreover, one has
DG(β(ρ∞)) ' Z⊕Zp, so that the Picard group ofD∞ is generated over Z by the line bundles L1,L2
corresponding to the characters χ(1,0) : (t, ω) 7→ t, χ(0,1) : (t, ω) 7→ ω, with L⊗p2 ' OD∞ .
Define the 0-dimensional integral closed substacks P0 := r−1p (0)red, P∞ := r−1p (∞)red. By the
above computation of the Gale dual we have
OD∞(P0) ' L1 ' OD∞(P∞) .
The following result is proved by using the explicit descriptions of the Gale duals DG(β) and
DG(β(ρ∞)), and by following the technique described in [20], Remark 2.20, to compute the restric-
tion map Pic(Xp)→ Pic(D∞).
Proposition D.1. The restriction of the line bundle OXp(E ) to D∞ is trivial. Moreover the following
relations hold:
OXp(Fi)|D∞ ' L1 OXp(D∞)|D∞ ' L1 ⊗ L2 .
So far one gets the following chain of isomorphisms
r∗pOD∞(1) ' r∗pOFp(F1)|D∞ ' OXp(Fi)|D∞ ' L1 ' OD∞(P∞) .
4We refer to [31], Sect. 6.1, for an introduction to (essentially trivial) banded gerbes.
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Lemma D.2. For any line bundle L ' L⊗a1 ⊗ L⊗b2 on D∞ with a, b ∈ Z, we have∫ et
D∞
c1(L) = a
p
.
Proof. First note that
L⊗p ' L⊗ap1 ' OD∞(apP∞) .
By [75], Proposition 6.1, the morphism rp induces an isomorphism of the rational Chow groups and
by [75], Example 6.7, we have rp∗[P∞] =
1
p [∞]. Therefore∫ et
D∞
c1(L⊗p) =
∫ et
D∞
c1(OD∞(apP∞)) =
∫ et
D∞
rp∗ c1(OP1(apP∞)) =
∫ et
D∞
1
p
c1(OP1(ap)) = a .
The result follows. 
The tautological line bundle. We can consider the p-th root of E in the following sense. Define the
tautological class ω := F1 −D∞ in Pic(Xp). This class has the following properties:
pω = −E and ω2 = −1
p
.
Define the tautological line bundle R := OXp(ω). By construction, R, together with OXp(D∞),
generates the Picard group Pic(Xp). Moreover, R⊗p ' OXp(−E ) and by Proposition D.1 we also
have
R|D∞ ' L2 .
D.2. Moduli spaces of (D∞,Fs, ~w∞ )-framed sheaves on Xp. For i = 0, . . . , p − 1 define the line
bundles OD∞(i) := L⊗ i2 . In addition, fix ~w := (w0, . . . , wp−1) ∈ Np and define the framing sheaf
F ~w∞ := ⊕p−1i=0OD∞(i)⊕wi .
It is a locally free sheaf on D∞ of orbifold rank r :=
∑p−1
i=0 wi.
Let (E , φE) be a (D∞,F ~w∞)-framed sheaf on Xp. First note that its orbifold rank ork(E) is r.
Indeed, by Remark 2.28, ork(E) is the zero degree part of chet(E), and since the K-theory groups
K(Xp) and K(D∞) are both generated by line bundles (see [15], Thm. 4.6), the latter is preserved
under the restriction to D∞; so by the isomorphism φE we get ork(E) = ork(F ~w∞) = r.
Let det(E) ' R⊗u ⊗ OXp(u∞D∞) be the determinant of E for some u, u∞ ∈ Z. Since
det(F ~w∞) ' det(E|D∞), we get
⊗k−1i=0OD∞(i)⊗wi ' R⊗u|D∞ ⊗OXp(u∞D∞)|D∞ .
By Proposition D.1, we have R|D∞ ' OD∞(1) and OXp(D∞)|D∞ ' L1 ⊗ OD∞(1), hence we get
that u∞ = 0, and
u =
p−1∑
i=0
iwi mod p . (12)
The divisor D∞ is a good framing divisor, indeed it is a nef Cartier divisor with D2∞ = p, and the
locally free sheafF ~w∞ is a good framing sheaf because it is the direct sum of line bundlesOD∞(i) such
that
∫ et
D∞ c1(OD∞(i)) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , p− 1. So as explained in Section 6 we can construct moduli
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spaces of (D∞,F ~w∞)-framed sheaves on Xp. In particular by Theorem 6.2 there exists a fine moduli
space Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞ ), parameterizing isomorphism classes of (D∞,F ~w∞ )-framed sheaves on
Xp of orbifold rank r, determinant R⊗u and discriminant ∆, such that u satisfies the equation (12);
this moduli space is a quasi-projective scheme over C. Here the discriminant of a sheaf E onXp is
∆(E) =
∫ et
Xp
(
c2(E)− ork(E)− 1
2 ork(E) c
2
1(E)
)
.
Remark D.3. The Picard group of Xp is isomorphic to the second singular cohomology group of
Xp with integral coefficients via the first Chern class map (see [45], Sect. 3.1.2). So, fixing the
determinant line bundle of a sheaf E is equivalent to fixing its first Chern class. 4
Smoothness of the moduli spaces.
Lemma D.4. For any s ∈ Z and i = 0, . . . , p− 1 the pushforward rp∗
(
L⊗ s1 ⊗OD∞(i)
)
is
rp∗
(
L⊗ s1 ⊗OD∞(i)
)
=
{ OP1(s) if i = 0 ,
0 otherwise .
Proof. Let s ∈ Z and i = 0, . . . , p − 1. Recall that rp : D∞ → D∞ ∼= P1 is a trivial gerbe, so its
banding group µp fits into the exact sequence
1→ µp i−→ C∗ × µp q−→ C∗ → 1 ,
where i : ω 7→ (1, ω) and q : (t, ω) 7→ t. Moreover, any coherent sheaf on D∞ decomposes as a
direct sum of eigensheaves with respect to the characters of µp. The pushforward with respect to rp is
nonzero only on µp-invariant part of a coherent sheaf on D∞. So, by the previous exact sequence, the
pushforward rp∗
(
L⊗ s1 ⊗OD∞(i)
)
is nonzero if and only if i = 0. For i = 0, the projection formula,
which holds for the rigidification morphism rp (cf. [74]), easily implies
rp∗
(
L⊗ s1 ⊗OD∞(0)
)
= rp∗OD∞(s P∞) = rp∗r∗pOP1(s) = OP1(s) .

Corollary D.5. For all negative integers s we have
H0(D∞,L⊗ s1 ⊗OD∞(i)) = H0
(
P1, rp∗
(
L⊗ s1 ⊗OD∞(i)
))
= 0 .
Thanks to Corollary D.5, we can argue as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 of [34] to get the following
result. The proof involves Serre duality for stacks (see Appendix B).
Proposition D.6. The Ext group Exti(E ′, E ⊗OXp(−D∞)) vanishes for i = 0, 2 and for any pairs of
(D∞,F ~w∞ )-framed sheaves (E , φE) and (E ′, φE ′) onXp. In addition, H i(Xp, E ⊗OXp(−D∞)) = 0
for i = 0, 2.
Eventually, by using Theorem 4.17 and Proposition D.6, we can prove the smoothness of the moduli
spaces and compute its dimension.
Theorem D.7. The moduli space Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞ ) is a smooth quasi-projective variety.
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Corollary D.8. The dimension of Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞ ) is
dimC Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞ ) = 2r∆−
p−1∑
j=0
~w · ~w(j)j(j + p− 2)
2p
,
where by ~w(j) we denote the translated vectors (wj , . . . , wp−1, w0, . . . , wj−1).
Proof. By Theorem 4.17, dimC Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞ ) = dimC Ext1(E , E ⊗ OXp(−D∞)), where E
is the underlying torsion free sheaf of a point [(E , φE)] of Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞ ). By Proposition D.6,
Exti(E , E ⊗ OXp(−D∞)) = 0 for i = 1, 2. So
dimC Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞ ) = −χ(E , E ⊗ OXp(−D∞)) ,
where χ(F ,G) is the Euler characteristic of a pair (F ,G) of coherent sheaves on Xp. In the follow-
ing, we apply a version of To¨en-Riemann-Roch theorem for Euler characteristic of pairs as stated in
[20], App. A.4. As pointed out there, since (E , φE) is a (D∞,F ~w∞ )-framed sheaf, to compute the
dimension of the moduli space is enough to assume that E is locally free and compute χ(Xp, E ⊗
E∨ ⊗OXp(−D∞)).
To apply To¨en-Riemann-Roch theorem, we need to compute the inertia stack of Xp. It is easy to
see that it is I (Xp) = Xp unionsq
(⊔p−1
i=1 D
i∞
)
. Thus we get
χ(Xp, E ⊗ E∨ ⊗OXp(−D∞)) =
∫ et
I (Xp)
chrep(σ∗(E ⊗ E∨ ⊗OXp(−D∞)))
chrep(λ−1N∨) · Td
et(TI (Xp))
= A+B ,
where N is the normal bundle to the local immersion σ : I (Xp)→Xp, and
A :=
∫ et
Xp
chet(E ⊗ E∨ ⊗OXp(−D∞)) Tdet(Xp) ,
B :=
p−1∑
i=1
∫ et
Di∞
chrep
(
(E ⊗ E∨ ⊗OXp(−D∞))|Di∞
)
chrep
(
(λ−1(N∨Di∞/Xp)
) Tdet(D∞) .
First we compute A:
A = −2r∆ + r2
(∫ et
Xp
Td2(Xp) +
∫ et
Xp
(
1
2
[D∞]2 − [D∞] Td1(Xp)
))
.
To compute the first integral in the right-hand side of the equation we need the following two facts.
First the canonical bundle of Xp is ωXp ' OXp(−(E +F1 +F2 + D∞)). This can be seen as a
generalization of the analogous result for toric varieties [25], Thm. 8.2.3, see [48]. Secondly, by the
decomposition of the inertia stack,∫ et
Xp
c2(TXp) =
∫ et
I (Xp)
c(TI (Xp))− (p− 1)
∫ et
D∞
c1(TD∞) .
Moreover, ωD∞ ' OD∞(−(P0 + P∞)), thus by Proposition D.1
∫ et
D∞ c1(TD∞) = 2p . On the other
hand by [73], Thm. 3.4, the term
∫ et
I (Xp)
c(TI (Xp)) equals the Euler characteristic of Fp, which in
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turn is the number of rays in its fan, that is, 4. Summing up∫ et
Xp
Td2(Xp) =
1
2
∫ et
Xp
c1(TXp)2 +
1
12
∫ et
Xp
c2(TXp) = −
p2 − 6p− 7
12p
.
To compute the second integral we use the adjunction formula ([66], Thm. 3.8) and Proposition D.1∫ et
Xp
(
1
2
[D∞]2 − [D∞] Td1(Xp)
)
=
1
2
∫ et
D∞
c1(ωD∞) = −
1
p
obtaining
A = −2r∆− r2 p
2 − 6p+ 5
12p
.
To compute B, first note that (E ⊗ E∨ ⊗OXp(−D∞))|Di∞ '
⊕p−1
j=0 L⊗−11 ⊗OD∞(j − 1)⊕~w·~w(j).
To evaluate chrep((E ⊗ E∨ ⊗ OXp(−D∞))|Di∞) we need to know its decomposition with respect to
the action of µp, which is the generic stabilizer of D∞, given by multiplication by ωi for a primitive
root of unity ω. Here the action of the generic stabilizer is given by the maps φip : ω ∈ µp → (1, ωi) ∈
C∗ × µp. So we have
chrep
(
(E ⊗ E∨ ⊗OXp(−D∞))|Di∞
)
=
p−1∑
j=0
~w · ~w(j) chrep
(
L⊗−11 ⊗OD∞(j − 1)⊕~w·~w(j)
)
=
p−1∑
j=0
~w · ~w(j)ωi(j−1)
(
1 + c1
(
L⊗−11 ⊗OD∞(j − 1)⊕~w·~w(j)
))
.
The normal bundleND∞/Xp is isomorphic toOXp(D∞)|D∞ ' L1⊗L2, so for the denominator in B
we have
chrep(λ−1(N∨Di∞/Xp)) = 1− ω
−i + ω−i c1(L1 ⊗ L2) .
Using again Proposition D.1, we reduce the computation of B to
B = −1
p
p−1∑
j=0
~w · ~w(j)
p−1∑
i=1
ωi(j−2)
(1− ω−i)2 .
By [20], Lemma B.1 with s = p+ j − 2 for j = 0, . . . , p− 1, the sum over i is
p−1∑
i=1
ω−i(j+2)
(1− ω−i)2 = −
p2 − 6p+ 5
12
− j(j + p− 2)
2
.
This yields the claimed formula. 
Remark D.9. If the framing sheaf is trivial one has w0 = r and wj = 0 for j > 0, so that the
dimension of the moduli space is 2r∆ (cf. [21]). 4
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The rank-one case. Note that Tot(OP1(−p)) is exactly Xp \ D∞ ' Fp \ D∞. Set T (−p) :=
Tot(OP1(−p)) and consider the Hilbert scheme Hilbn(T (−p)) of n points of T (−p). We can define
a morphism
iu,n : Hilb
n(T (−p))→ M1,u,n(Xp,D∞,OD∞(i))
in the following way. Take a point Z of Hilbn(T (−p)) and consider its ideal sheaf IZ . The push-
forward i∗(IZ) with respect to the inclusion i : T (−p) → Xp is a rank 1 torsion-free sheaf on Xp.
Its determinant det(i∗(IZ)) is trivial and
∫ et
Xp
c2(i∗(IZ)) = n. Moreover i∗(IZ) is locally free in a
neighbourhood of D∞ because Z is disjoint from D∞. Now take u ∈ Z and i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} such
that
i = u mod p .
Then E := i∗(IZ) ⊗ R⊗u is a rank one torsion-free sheaf on Xp, locally free in a neighbourhood
of D∞, with a canonical framing induced by the isomorphism R⊗u|D∞ ' OD∞(i). So (E , φE) is a
(D∞,F ~w∞ )-framed sheaf onXp, for ~w = (δji)j=0,...,p−1. Moreover, det(E) ' R⊗u and∫ et
Xp
c2(E) = n .
Thus [(E , φE)] gives a point in M1,u,n(Xp,D∞,OD∞(i)).
It is easy to see that iu,n is injective, that the construction extends to families of zero-dimensional
subschemes of T (−p) of length n, and that iu,n admits an inverse. It follows that iu,n is an isomor-
phism of fine moduli spaces.
Remark D.10. We can sum up the previous construction in the following way. Fix i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,
p − 1}, u ∈ Z, such that u = i mod p. For any [(E , φE)] ∈ M1,u,n(Xp,D∞,OD∞(i)), there
exists a zero-dimensional subscheme of T (−p), with ideal sheaf I, such that the torsion-free sheaf E
isomorphic to i∗(I) ⊗ R⊗u. Moreover, the framing φE is canonically induced by the isomorphism
R⊗u|D∞ ' OD∞(i). 4
Torus action and fixed points. For the sake of completeness we analyze the torus action on the moduli
space and characterize its fixed points. Let Tρ be the maximal torus ofGL(r,C) consisting of diagonal
matrices and set T := Tt × Tρ. For any element (t1, t2) ∈ Tt let F(t1,t2) be the automorphism ofXp
induced by the torus action of Tt onXp. Define an action of the torus T on Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞) by
(t1, t2, ~ρ ) · [(E , φE)] :=
[((
F−1(t1,t2)
)∗
(E), φ′E
)]
,
where ~ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρr) ∈ Tρ and φ′E is the composition of isomorphisms
φ′E :
(
F−1(t1,t2)
)∗E|D∞
(
F−1
(t1,t2)
)∗
(φE)−−−−−−−−−→ (F−1(t1,t2))∗F ~w∞ → F ~w∞ ~ρ ·−→ F ~w∞ .
Here the middle arrow is given by the Tt-equivariant structure induced on F ~w∞ by the restriction of the
torus action ofXp to D∞.
Proposition D.11. A T -fixed point [(E , φE)] ∈ Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞)T decomposes as a direct sum
of rank-one framed sheaves
(E , φE) =
r⊕
α=1
(Eα, φα) ,
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where for i = 0, . . . , p− 1 and∑i−1j=0wj < α ≤∑ij=0wj one has:
• Eα is a tensor product i∗(Iα)⊗R⊗uα , where i : T (−p)→Xp is the inclusion morphism, Iα
is an ideal sheaf of zero-dimensional subscheme Zα of T (−p) supported at the Tt-fixed points
P1, P2 and uα ∈ Z is such that
uα = i mod p ; (13)
• the framing φα|D∞ : Eα
∼−→ OD∞(i) is induced by the isomorphismR⊗uα|D∞ ' OD∞(i).
Proof. One can argue along the lines of the proof of Proposition 3.2 in [21] to obtain a decomposition
E = ⊕rα=1 Eα, where each Eα is a T -invariant rank-one torsion-free sheaf on Xp. The restriction
φE |Eα gives a canonical framing to a direct summand of F ~w∞. Reordering the indices α, for i =
0, . . . , p− 1 and for each α such that∑i−1j=0wj < α ≤∑ij=0wj we have an induced framing on Eα
φα := φE |Eα : Eα
∼−→ OD∞(i) .
Thus (Eα, φα) is a (D∞,OD∞(i))-framed sheaf of rank one on Xp. As explained in Remark D.10,
the torsion-free sheaf Eα is a tensor product of the ideal sheaf Iα of a zero-dimensional subscheme
Zα of length nα whose support is contained in T (−p), by a line bundle R⊗uα for a uα ∈ Z which
satisfies Formula (13). Since the torsion-free sheaf E is fixed by the Tt-action, Zα is fixed as well,
hence it is supported at the Tt-fixed points P1, P2 of T (−p). 
Remark D.12. Let [(E , φE)] = [⊕rα=1(Eα, φα)] be a T -fixed point in Mr,u,∆(Xp,D∞,F ~w∞). Then
R⊗u ' det(E) ' ⊗rα=1 det(Eα) ' ⊗rα=1R⊗uα ,
hence
∑r
α=1 uα = u. One can write Zα = Z
1
α ∪ Z2α, where Ziα is supported at the Tt-fixed point
Pi for i = 1, 2. Each Ziα corresponds to a Young tableau Y
i
α (cf. [29]), so that Zα corresponds to a
pair of Young tableaux Yα = (Y 1α , Y
2
α ) such that |Y 1α | + |Y 2α | = nα. (A Young tableau is a finite set
Y ⊂ N>0×N>0, that we think of as sitting “in the first quadrant,” i.e., its elements are the coordinates
of the right-top vertices of cells arranged in left-justified columns, with the columns lengths weakly
decreasing (each column has the same or a shorter length than its predecessor.)
Thus we can denote the point [(E , φE)] by a pair (~Y , ~u), where
• ~Y = ((Y 11 , Y 21 ), . . . , (Y 1r , Y 2r )) and for any α = 1, . . . , r the pair (Y 1α , Y 2α ) is such that
|Y 1α |+ |Y 2α | = nα,
• ~u = (u1, . . . , ur) and for any α = 1, . . . , r, uα is such that the relation (13) holds and∑r
α=1 uα = u.
4
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